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ABSTRACT 
Implementing a Computer Integrated Manufacturing 
, (CIM) system requires a commitment to planning -that 
other technical projects may avoid. Such complex 
systems integrate all functional areas of the 
manufacturing environment, and all people resporisible 
for the plant operations must be active in CIM 
planning. This thesis outlines one approach to CIM 
planning that was used in several corporation~. A 
( 
\ 
I 
/ 
/ 
generic manufacturing model is developed and discuised 
that demortstrates the CIM. planning techniques. 
i 
( 
I 
Within the generic model, a Manufacturing Resource 
Planning {MRP II) system implementation is used as an 
example of planning for CIM by conducting a structured 
analysis of the manu_facturing environment. Guidelines 
for MRP II implementation are outlined and some methods 
of integrating MRP with other CIM systems are 
d_iscussed. 
The CIM planning approach divides the CIM system 
implementation effort into stages. Each s·ta·g-e is 
created to address the evolutionary needs of a firm 
that is developing into a "factory of the future." This 
evolutionary planning approach coupled with systems 
analysis of existing corporate structures provides a 
\. 
unique planning met·hodology where a firm can formalize 
. 1 • 
,,,', 
I 
/ 
their needs and derive the real benefits from the 
emerging CIM technologies. 
' I 
• 2 ~-
' 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
--
Industry in the United States has begun to realize 
j 
the benefits of Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) 
as an aid to increase ·productivity and ·reduce 
manufacturing cost~. These companies, operating for 
many y~ars using procedures established before the 
Information Age, have introduced computers to replace 
manual systems. The problems these companies have faced 
seldom deal with the technical complexities of the 
electronic systems, but more often result fr.om a lack 
of planning before integrating computers into the 
industrial setti~g. To increase the chances for success 
in usirtg CIM, firms must emphasize the planning effort 
and delay the i~plementation phase until the company 
has a better understanding of their present systems. 
There is no generic method of CIM implementation, and 
eaeh firm has specific needs that only a tailored plan 
.. 
can address. The following planning approach was 
created from the experiences gained while determining 
several firms' needs and developing their plans for 
future CIM implementation. The planning approach 
addr·esses the approach to CIM while concentrating on 
the needs of one manufacturing facility to provide a 
real example. This site is referred to as "the Company" 
in this thesis. 
• 3 • 
1.1 The Planning Methodology 
To begin the planning process, a team of CIM 
experts or consult_ants initiates the pl.anning effort. 
The final plan to be used by the Company ultimately is 
developed by internal management in consultation with 
the CIM team. Certain pitfalls can occur when the 
internal manage~ent initiates the planning effort and 
tries to implement new technologies. When evaluating 
new systems, the Company managers become exposed to a 
plethora of new technoiogies and realize that each 
technology can provide some advantages ave~ the present 
systems in. their factory. The company may not have the 
available people resources who are familar with new 
technologies and may not understand the appropriate 
method~ of evolving their present systems towards the 
new technologies. Another pitfall the company 
encounters is the shortage of time to review their 
present operations and fully1understand their 
capabilities. The firm may not be able to evolve these 
operations while not adversely affecting factory 
output. 
By usicig· outside people initially in the planning, 
the firm realizes the scope of undertaking the variety 
of new technologies, gets mar~ unbiased information 
regarding the·ir present systems, and need not 
., 4 • 
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' 
permanently emplby a staff of experts for technologies 
that the firm may Ultimately determine to be 
inappropriate for their facility. 
The CIM consultants begin their planning effort by 
interviewing all key managers within the facility. The 
purpose of these interviews is to determine the firm's 
irnmedia:te and long term needs, the lev,el of management 
support, and the overall enthusiasm of the CIM 
undertaking. At the conclusion of the interviews, the 
CIM consultants recommend a prioritized list of systems 
that the fi.rm could include in their final CIM 
environment. 
The list of system implementations defines an 
architecture where some syst.ems could be implemented in 
the short term and other systems require a longer 
planning horizon. Short term projects are characterized 
by: 
. 
o Willingness of management to commit resources. 
o Immediate benefits from system implementation .• 
o The availability of funds to purchase hardware 
and software. 
o The manage·r' s level of understanding of the 
firm's present system and what changes they 
expect to occur from tl)e new system. 
o An urgency to i~plement a system to maintain a 
• 5 • 
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.. 
competitive advantage in manufacturing processes. 
If the project within the CIM system architecture 
requires prerequisite system implementations, the 
system should ~e- considered a. lon_g term pro-ject. 
Usually, the firm's managers have not fully analyzed 
their needs for long term. projects. The projects are 
larger in scope and affect more organ.izations in the 
firm. Since more managers are involved, the 
coordination effort becomes significant, and a projeet 
team con-sisting of members of· each organiza.tion should 
be formed. 
When the overall CIM architecture has been 
identified, a team is formed to continue the analysis 
and planning effort involved with dev~loping the long 
term system implementations. The short te~m goals are 
ready for the creation of a "request for proposal" f·roin 
various system development sources, both inside and 
outside the company. Since short term goals have 
clearly defined parameters, the "request for proposal" 
is easier to write after some additional analy-sis and 
interviewing is done. The needs for long te·m projects 
are less clear and th·e corporate management must become 
aware of the CIM evolution plan. To aid with the long 
term plans, the following planning approach can be 
used. 
• 6 • 
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For developing the long term system configurations, 
the members of the CIM consulting team use a structured 
data analysis. The purpose of the analysis is to better 
define what the firm's managers need from new systems, 
and what systems the firm currently uses. To obtain 
this information, in-depth interviews with each 
affected manager are required to define the present 
system~ The information gained from these interviews is 
collated, stored in a data base, and drawn graphically. 
The diagrams created are called "data flow diagrams" 
(See Figure I). These diagrams represent the flow of 
information between the various functions within the 
firm. By using these diagrams, the analysts obtain an 
accurate understanding of the internal workings of the 
firm, and also document the present systems used by the 
firm for further analysis. 
At the completion of the data flow diagram 
construction, the analysts confirm the information with 
each member previously interviewed •. This verification 
stage gives each manager the opportunity to increase 
their participatio.n in the analysis, and helps clarify 
the p-resent system and insure accuracy. The process 
continues to iterate tintil the data flow diagram 
becomes the model of the present syst~m within the 
firm. This model can be modified to accommodate the 
• 7 • 
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A 
long range system implementations with a better 
understanding of how these systems fit that model, and 
how the new systems affect present systems. The system 
design creates a modular architecture allowing older 
systems to be replaced by the new CIM counterparts 
without adversely affecting the overall system 
architecture. By using the model to plan for new system 
integration, the firm can expect to succeed in 
implementing the new system. The integration effort is 
reduced because the system analysis clearly defines ·the 
system interfaces and boundaries. 
By analyzing the data flo~ diagrams and modifying 
the model. to accommodate the new systems, the firm can 
develop an evolution plan of how they expect to i.nstall 
the new technologies. The plan lives and continues to 
be modified as the model evolves. Without this model 
..,. 
the firm has the problems discussed earlier when they 
try to initiate the planning process. The model can 
provide a framework for developing these long term 
systems. As the architecture develops towards a 
complete CIM environment, the firm can more easily see 
the benefits of additional system implementations and 
integration of these systems into the firm's overall 
ClM arc.hi tecture. After developing the evolution plan, 
the firm can solicit vendor proposals based on 
• 9 • 
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parameters of their CIM architecture and define the 
implementation sequence for the short and long term 
systems. The firm nears its long term goals as each 
stage of the evolution plan is completed. 
The above procedure is designed ,to be a dynamic 
approach to formulating the CIM architecture where the 
firm's managers must define their business strategies, 
access the new technologies, artd incorporate the best 
features of emerging and existing technologies into a 
solid business plan. The first stage is defining the 
systems that have immediate be.nefits in the short term. 
The next stage is the development of long term system 
specifications and an evolution plan where the long 
term systems integrate into the CIM architecture. 
Although the plan is sequential in nature, the firm 
should be aware that its operating environment changes 
. ,,• 
over time. Suc-h changes affect project priori ties, 
project definitions, and the state of the present 
systems. For long term planning effotts, the firm 
should periodically review their situation to adapt the 
evolution plan to accommodate new needs. Since long 
term projects even·tually gain adequate priority ·to 
implement, this planning approach iends itself to 
modifica·tions because the reduced commitment of 
resources is for shorter term benefits • 
• 10. 
There are certain guidelines that can enhance the 
CIM architecture and provide for a smoother planning 
effort. These guidelines are discussed in the following 
section. Following the guidelines, a specific example 
outlines short and long term systems that can be 
implemented within the Company's CIM architecture. The 
Company's short and long term goals are explainec\_ftnd 
the remainder of the thesis describes the approach used 
to define the CIM architecture. 
1.2 Guidelines for Planning 
A firm that plans CIM systems integration can 
achieve better results by following certain guidelines. 
The guidelines help the firm structure the planning 
effort and allocate corporate resources. Where the 
previous section outlined one possible approach to 
conducting the planning effort, the following 
guidelines can be used to form corporate planning teams 
and develop support for projects as the plans 
materialize: 
o Agree on! $trategic diection. The CIM planners 
must have a clear vision of their firm's future 
directions before time and money is invested in 
planning, hardware, and so·ftware. Although CIM 
technology is designed f·or flexibility, the 
•. 11 • 
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implementation costs can be factored by the 
clarity of the strategic vision and the corporate 
business plan. Planners should also realize that 
changes may not.all be self imposed, but could be 
driven by external technical and political 
' 
forces. 
o Balance CIM technology throughout the firm. Firms 
should not introduce the CIM architecture into 
only one area of the firm. All functional areas 
should participate in the CIM planning or else 
the needs of one group are magnified above 
others. 
o Set !!E. one coordinating group. The project of 
introducing CIM should be assigned to a systems 
department within the firm. This department could 
be autonomous or operate under a corporate 
steering committee. The sy.stems department must 
be an organization bent on $erving the line 
functions of the business. 
o Consider chang·ing the corporate organization. The 
CIM architecture sometimes requires firms to 
restructure their managerial organizations. New 
line management positions may be created and 
others eliminated to accommodate the new CIM 
structure. CIM does not only affect 
. 12. 
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., manufacturing but is a complete business 
philosophy. 
o Establish objectives. After the firm has formed 
their corporate objectives, departmental 
objectives should be established. Each depattment 
manager should prepare their own set of 
objectives to draw them into the planning 
process. These objectives sh-ould be periodically 
reviewed 1 and refined if necessary. 
o Anticipate new technologies. Planners must be 
careful when using current mature technologies or 
ev·en present state-of-the-art technologies. By 
the ·time the CIM plan is installed, these current 
technologies may be .obsolete. The planners must 
look at emerging technologies and anticipate 
which of those will become practical within the 
planning tirne frame. p·1anners must always remain 
wary of ''blue-sky" technologies that may be 
impractical. By creating a modular CIM 
architecture, the system interfac~s are clearly 
defined and provisions are made for expected 
technology developments. 
o Decide on, what should be done. The operations 
groups should be consulted when the system 
~lysts determine the groups' needs. By keeping 
• 13 • 
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operations people involved during the planning 
effort, the overall project gains support by the 
most important people of the project - the 
ultimate users. 
o Decide how the project should be implemented. The 
I 
systems department, with its understanding of the 
total business, should coordinate the planning 
and implementation of the CI.M systems 
integration through modular implementation. 
o Gain top management support. The ultimate success 
of ~ny plan requires involvement and support from 
the firm'·s top management. Such support is not 
limited to fund.ing and faith, but should include 
knowledgeable guidance, constant review, and 
leadership. Management must have the courage to 
learn from mistakes and exploit successes. 
By organizing the planning effort using members of 
various organizations all reporting to a project leader 
who has significant authority, the large scope of a CIM 
systems integration has the res_ources needed during 
·implementation. The following section discusses how the 
initial planning effort at the Company was structured 
and describes the results of the short and long term 
analysis. 
• 14 . 
2.0 SHORT TERM L LONG TERM ANALYSIS 
The previous section outlined the planning approach 
-" during the analysis at the Company. For the purposes of 
·, 
this study, the example company manufacttires a product 
that is customized by combining a specific set of 
modules derived from larger module families. In any 
customer order only a few modules are new, and these 
are. added to the appropriate module famili·es for future 
orders. Most of the design effort, therefore, is in 
I 
interfacing the selected.modules. The plant operates as 
a j·ob shop during the assembly stages of the product. 
The parts used during assembly are designed to be -
common among several product models, are fabricated at 
the same facility, and are manufactured to stock. 
2.1 Product Costing 
As the Company's -sales. department generates new 
orders~ the Company's manufacturing facility develops 
forecasts of the production volume. The forecasts help 
determine the number of parts that should be 
manufactured for inventory and also the amou·nt of plant 
capacity required for machining and ~ssembly. The 
manufacturing planning and control systems used to 
monitor performance are divided into the two areas of 
manufacturing done at the plant. Most parts are 
. 15. 
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fabricated in-house and the machining operations and 
routings for each part have been assigned standard cost 
parameters. The value of each part is based on this 
' 
st·andard cost which accounts for the raw material value 
plus the added labor value. The assembly area, however, 
treats each product as an individual job and charges 
time spent for a given customer o.rder. The product has 
a specific ·bill of materials that itemizes the parts 
used in the assembly. Therefore, the final product cost 
is determined by: 
o The standard costs of machining labor plus raw 
material for each part included on the particular 
product's bill of materials. 
o The labor costs actually accrued duri.ng the 
assembly of the product. 
o Any special costs added to a particular product 
for engineering effort or special value-added 
opt i on·s .• 
2.2 Corporat~ Organization 
The sample business location is considered a cost 
center with respect to the rest of the Corporation. The 
plant is responsible for manu·facturing and costing of 
the product. Sales, marketirtg, and billing are done 
through the central corporate offices at the 
. 16. 
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headquarters. The plant is headed by a General Manager 
who supervises the following ·organizations: 
o Engin~ering (both research and design) 
o Operations (plant production) 
o Human Resources (personnel) 
o Computer Integrated Manufactu.ring (systems 
planning, development, and implementation) 
o Accounting 
o Quality Assurande 
.. 
For the analysis that is studied in this thesis, 
several organizations have been omitted, and some 
procedures done during norma·1 plant operations overlap 
several organizations. Therefore, the analysis uses an 
operational modelihg approach rather than decribing 
relationships between any Company organization. The 
operational model uses th~ following entities for the 
remainder of the analysis: 
o General Management - Responsible for strategic 
planning, priority assignment to schedules, and 
resource allocation for the plant. 
o Materials Management - The control, monitoring, 
and forecasting operations for all material that 
comes in:to ·or travels through the plant. 
o Stockroom - The internal material storage 
mechanism where raw materia.l from suppliers is 
• 17. 
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d~livered and fabricated parts are stored until 
" 
they are used in assembly. 
o .Purchasing - The operation that is responsible 
for obtaining new raw materials for the machine 
shop and purchased parts used in assembly. 
o Expediting - The process of monitoring and 
altering high priority material flow or parts 
fabrication withi.n the plant or from vendors. 
o Manufacturing Engineering ~ The. development of 
part routings, the creation of. tools and fixtures 
used in machining parts, and the creation of the 
numerical control (NC) programs for NC machine 
tools. 
o Data P_rocessing - The information management 
function responsib.le for collecting and storing 
most of the operations data ~sed by the other 
department·s. 
o Bill of Materials - The process of creating a 
product specific list of parts used by 
manufacturing. The list is also used by assembly 
and cost accounting to build and cost the 
product order. 
o Design Engineering~ The process of modifying 
previous product designs and creating new· ones 
for customer applications • 
• 18 • 
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o Cost Accounting - The collection of costing 
information from the other org~nizations in the~ 
plant and the development of the standards used 
by other departments to develop efficiency 
comparisions and scheduling parameters. 
o Payroll - The payment of employees and collection 
of attendance and performance information. 
o Sales - An external organization (relative to the 
manufacturing cost center) that generate$ new 
machine orders and c.ollects the needed customer 
application data. 
o Drafting - The generatio·n and collection of 
drawings used by manufacturing, bill of 
materia.ls, and field service to build and 
maintain the product • 
. o Production Control - The schedulin~ and tracking 
of the material and assemblies through the plant. 
o Sales Accounting - The in-house co-ordination that 
receives information from the sales office and 
creates the inform~tion needed by both design 
engineerin·g ·and .manufacturing processes. This 
process also handles the product summar·y 
information collected at shipping time. 
o Engineering Coordination - The distribution of 
the sales information to the appropriate design, 
. 20. 
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bill of· material, and drafting processes. This 
process a.lso includes creation o·f a summary 
information package that details the 
manu·facturing requirements for .a particular 
customer's order. 
o Production Floor {Shop) - The actual 
manufacturing body that takes the design, 
drawings, and scheduling information, and using 
their available manufacturing equipment, produces 
the product shipped to the customer. 
Each operation above may relate to one o.r more 
depijrtrnents within any particular company. The reason 
that each is. described as a process (or task) rather 
than a group of people b~comes more apparent during the 
discussion of the long term structured data analysis. 
For a bettet understanding, the processes could be 
treated as individual entities that could reflect 
organizational boundaries. 
The next section discusses the analysis and 
outlines the procedure used to complete the preliminary 
short term/ long term analysis. 
2 •. 3 The Preliminary Analysis 
Duri.ng the early stages of the planning effort·, the· 
preliminary analysis- to determine the short and long 
• 21 • 
term goals is conducted. This analysis tonsists of 
interviews with the Company's operational managers. The 
managers are selected based on their involvement with 
the CIM systems, their knowledge of the corporate 
framework, and their responsibility in implementing the 
final CIM architecture. The motivation behind the 
entire CIM implementation is cha·nneled through an 
appointed CIM manager. This persort's role is to 
champion the effort and help the CIM consultants create 
the strategy used for the planning effort. For this 
study, the Company decided to concentrate their CIM 
expansion in three areas: shop floor labor and material 
tracking, distributed numerical contro·1 (DNC), and 
factory networking using local area networks (LAN). The 
analysis us·es this framework to determine the degree of 
readiness of each affected department. The following 
list represents those operational area~ (and not 
necessarily organizational departments) interviewed by 
the CIM consultants duri·ng the prelim.inary analysis: 
,· 
o Data Processing 
o Materials Management 
o Manufacturing Engineering 
o Production Floor (Shop) 
Through these interviews, the analysts can develop 
recommendations a.bout wh·ich directions the Company 
. 22. 
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should take for the long term planning effort. The 
following section describes the results of the 
interviews, and itemizes the short and long term 
projects. 
2.4 Conclusions of the Preliminary Analysis 
After the preliminary analysis was completed, 
several observations were made: 
o The sample Company, like most firms, has a 
variety of users of the data processing 
facilities. These users are characterized by 
different computer literacy levels and have 
developed operational subsystems with varying 
degrees of sophistication. Each operational area 
uses an isolated data base - each containing data 
subsets of common data elements needed by all 
operational areas. Many of these data subsets 
have overlapping elements, and most managers are 
aware of the redundancy and they desire data 
integration. However, the data processing 
orgranization does not have the resources 
available to develop a syst·em with data 
integration. Also, each operational area has 
different sets of priorities and many considered 
the present computer-based systems adequate for 
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present and future needs. 
o Many managers feel that the CIM planning effort 
is- really a hardware/softwar~ selection process. 
Managers have begun to evaluate various computer 
packages to create the CIM systems they want. The 
effort is not coordinated across all plant 
organizations resulting in decisions that could 
be incornpatable and cause future system 
integration problems. Computer package selection 
options, as described by the managers, range from 
upgrading the present system's data collection 
procedures to scrappi_ng the present system 
entirel.y and purchasing computers made by a 
differ~nt vendor (and rewriting all existing 
software for use on the new system}. 
o Although the· managers understand that a CIM 
implementation can require a large amount of 
time, their present pl-ans do not allocate: 
adequate pe®ple resources. The present staff 
responsible for the CIM implementation needs to 
be expanded before they can inst-all new systems 
and support established systems. 
The prob-lems mentioned above - many interests, 
buying hardware prematurely, and lack of resources -
plagues many firms in their efforts to integrate their 
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manufacturing systems. The sample company has the 
advantage that they understand these problems at the 
beginning of the effort and can rethink their 
strategies before they spend large sums of money for 
equipment. The following project goals underscore the 
planning effort and allow more time to clearly develop 
the final CIM implementation plan. 
The CIM consultants concluded that the three 
primary goals of information based system introduction 
in the Company are: 
o Develop a shop labor and- material tracking system 
that can report intorrnation i-n real-time. This 
interactive system would replace a key-to-disk 
-data entry system that generates production 
information that is obsolete before it is 
distributed to the shop foremen. 
o Develop a distributed numerical control system 
that interfaces with the Company's CAD equipment. 
The plans include designing parts, tools, and 
fixtures· on the CAD systems an-d cre_ating NC part 
programs that are downloaded digitally to the 
machine tools, replacing the existing paper tape 
system. Presently, part dr·awings are entered 
manually into a N.C program generator. The 
drafting process is essentially duplicated by two 
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different organizations with varying degrees of 
accuracy. The distributed NC system integrates 
the design and NC generation process, reduces the 
changes of losing the NC program data, and 
prevents the machine tool workers from modifying 
the part programs without going through formal 
channels. 
o Develop the plan for implementing a plant-wide 
network· that connects engineering, manufacturing, 
and financial systems. Also, integrate the 
information contained within ea.ch systems' data 
base to form bentralized data resources. F-or 
example, product costing information could !fecome 
a subset of the information contained within each 
product's bill of materials. The integration of 
the manufacturing systems is required in t·he 
Company'.s overall CIM architecture and allows the 
firm's manufacturing processes to become a 
competitive advantage rather than simply an 
operations activity. 
At the conclusion of the analysis consul tan ts. concluded 
that the three goals are somewhat aggressive for short 
term projects. The distributed numerical control 
system, however, could be classified as a short term 
project because: 
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o The parameters for a system configuration of DNC 
have been clearly defined by Manufacturing 
Engineering. 
o The DNC system can demonstrate immediate 
benefits and cart be easily j·ustified by higher 
levels of management. 
o The Drafting, Design Engineering, and 
Manufacturing Engin~ering operati.ons have some 
integration in their present system structure. 
Each operational area shares many data elements 
through their present paperwork systems. 
Because the DNC system implementation has large support 
from management, and the operational areas have a good 
understanding anq defined expectations of· DNC, the 
Company is prepared to create an RFP to send to various 
computer vendors. As mentioned earlier, short term 
projects are those that introduce systems where the 
benefits of procedural changes to the present systems 
are c·learly understood and have immediate paybacks. 
Since the part program generation and distribution of 
NC tapes are procedures under a singl.e organization's 
direction, less coordination effort is required between 
organizations when they c~eate the RFP. 
Some coordination effort is required when the 
manufacturing engineer.ing operations are connected to 
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the design engineering and drafting functions. If the 
DNC system software is loaded on the CAD system 
-
h~rdware, agreement between the three operational areas 
is needed to define the CAD resource allocation for 
design and manufacturing functions. One consideration 
is that if part program generation resides on the CAD 
system, design engineering and drafting must assure 
manufacturing engineering that the computer system is 
always available because the NC part programming is 
done in real time .• A better CIM architecture would 
include some hardware redundancy so that design and 
manufacturing operate on parallel systems until one 
system goes down. Under those circumstances, both 
grbups can still function on the single system; they 
sim·ply do not function quite as quickly because of the 
limited resources. Therefore, ·the CIM consul tan ts 
recommend that a vendor request specify a separate 
computer system that handles all DNC fun·ctions. The two 
systems, CAD and DNC, could be highly integrated by 
using vendor products such as Plantcom by McDonnell-
Douglass. The de·s ign and p·art program inf orm'a.t ion could 
be transmitted between both systems easily through 
commercially available network products. 
The preliminary analysis concluded that a tlear 
definition of the Company's DNC require~ents existed 
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but that other system implementations needed more 
resolution. The labor and material tracking system 
could be implemented in the short term simply by using 
the existing data processing equipment and purchasing a 
front end processor (FEP) • The FE:P would replace the 
Company's .labor ticket system and daily key-to-disk 
data input. Bar code or magnetic strip readers could 
collect data from employee badges and material tickets 
without re·quiring keyboard input. Attendance reporting 
could be done .in real-time if the software on the FEP 
had online reporting facilities. The material tracking 
could not be real~time under this configuration because 
data processing's present computer software- uses batch 
inputs to the bill of material and inventory control 
data bases. Prssently, no mat~rial tracking function 
exists and material routing consists of handwritten 
routing tickets that accompany the material as it is 
·proce·ssed on the shop floor. Finding specific material 
requires a foreman or expediter to search the shop 
floor. 
Real time information about material can help the 
manufacturing facility c.rea.te an accurate data base. 
Accurat·e material information would help d·etermine the 
shop floor areas where work-in-proc~ss (WIP) tends to 
accumulate. Also, inventory turnover could be monitored 
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so that no material Sits on the shop floor without 
exception r.eporting. 
Several problems with the present data processing 
computer system must be addressed before managers agree 
to the FEP implementation. The Company's present data 
ba:se software is not designed to handle real-time · 
information and reporting. The plant managers shou_ld 
confirm that real-time material tracking is part of 
their strategic plan, because the Company's entire CIM 
architecture has its basis in the material tracking 
system. If other priori.ti-es postp·one real-time material 
I 
tracking, batch input maik.rial tracking could continue 
by using the FEP and the present data processing 
hardware. 
Another proble~ is the current capacity of the 
computer hardware being leased by data processing. The 
software used on this hardware cannot be transported to 
another system with more capacity and future expansions 
ultimately require a maj_or software conversion. If the 
Company believes that the data processing function will 
expand, the CIM consultants have recommended that the 
Company change hardware rather than continue using a 
system that will become inadequate. 
The final problem with the· FEP implementation is 
the integration problem between the Company's existing 
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data processing computer and design engineering 1 s 
present CAD system. The Company's CIM architecture uses 
a common data base across all operational areas 
requiring all computer systems use·d in the plant to 
communicate efficiently. T·he CAD. and financial systems 
presently being used are not compatable, do not 
communicate well, and could only be integrated using 
expensive networking products. Therefore, the Company 
should plan to evaluate different computer hardware 
configurations and also do a cost/benefit analysis of 
various CIM features. By understanding what CIM 
features are importantt the system hardware selection 
becomes more appatent. 
The CIM consultants suggest tha·t managers· verify 
the accuracy of their present data bases. During an 
informal audit of several data bases, the CIM 
consultants found missing and inaccurate information. 
Inaccurate data has been a chronic problem at the 
Company resulting in managers losing confidence in the 
integrity of generated reports. To correct the problem, 
the data bases should be fully audited to determine 
their accuracy, and if they are .found to be less than 
90% accurate, the Company must update the data before 
additional CIM systems are integrated. 
Another conc.lusion from the analysis is 
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management's anxiousness to purchase CIM computer 
system equipment without a clear understanding of the 
costs and benefits of the equipment. The present 
systems within the plant have been established over a 
period of many years. Many creators ot these systems 
have left the firm, and the new people replacing them 
have not had adequate time to understand the systems. 
Each operational manager developed a system that 
ref'lects his personality., a-nd introducing new systems 
without consulting these managers alienates them. CIM 
systems· integrate many operation.s within a firm and all 
functional areas must be i.ncluded during the planning 
phase to get everyone's participation and support. When 
discussing the CIM plan, people who have a chance to 
express their opiniori and help develop the project team 
consensus are more willing to accept a system 
introduction. 
Based on the information obtained during th.e 
preliminary interviews, the long term goals for CIM 
system implernentatio·n are as follows: 
o The shop floor data collection and material 
tracki·ng system should be evaluated and the CIM 
consultants must determine the best approach 
t:o integrating these systems· into the CIM 
architecture • 
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o The shop floor data collection systems could lead 
to a full implementation of a Manufacturing 
Resource Planning (MRP) system. This system is 
one of the high priority goals of the CIM 
implementation as defined in the Company's 
overall manufacturing strategy. 
o The shop floor computer network issue should be 
deferred until the CIM architecture is clearly 
defined. 
To -achieve these goals, the analysts propose the 
following steps to begin the long term planning process 
for the sample company: 
o Managers of each operational area should begin to 
audit their data bases and determine the accuracy 
of the information. Corrective action should be 
taken in the event that data is found to be in 
error. 
o The analys~s should conduct detailed interviews 
with each ope·rational area in the Company and 
then create a model of the present business 
systems used in the plant. 
o The model developed by the analysts should be 
used as the framework for defining the interfaces 
between systems and in the syste~ data bases for· 
the Company. The CIM consultants can then make 
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modifications to the model necessary to introduce 
new CIM technologies, and this process is called 
"the development of the 'TO-BE' model from the 
'AS-IS' model". 
o The evolutionary CIM model developed by both the 
outside analysts and Company managers can be 
decomposed into a sequential list 0£ shorter term 
projects. These projects sho.uld be specified and 
requests for vendor proposals should be solicited 
for each project. 
o After the Company receives vendor proposals, the 
CIM team should evaluate the proposed system 
against the Company 1 s present systems, and 
determine how well the systems integrate into the 
Company's overall CIM architecture. The cost and 
benefits of any new ·CIM system can be easily 
determined at this stage and a clear 
understanding of the paybacks of the CIM 
implementation can be presented. This stage is 
crucial because project funding is a function of 
the benefits of new CIM implementation. 
o The proposals accepted for each system in the CIM 
architecture must be implemented in a manner that 
minimizes the interruption of the daily 
activities on the shop floor • 
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The CIM implementation planning effort using the 
techniques mentioned in Section One of this thesis 
continue when the next section discusses the detail.s of 
ho.w the long range planning effort is structured. In 
this particular study, the scope of the project· is 
limited to those operational areas that are affected by 
the introduction of an MRP system. Many operational 
areas must coordinate their efforts for a company to 
have a successful MRP implementation. In the United 
s.tates, few firms have successfully implemented an 
accurate and timely MRP system because many problems 
occur from lack of planning. The next section of the 
thesis discusses some _problems encountered during the 
MRP planning effort, and discusses the approach used in 
the study to avoid those problems • 
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3.0 PLANNING FOR THE LONG TERM GOALS 
After concluding the preliminary analysis, the CIM 
consulting team concentrated their efforts in 
collecting information about M·anufacturing Resource 
Planning (MRP II) systems· and manufactur·ing modelling 
techniques. The following subsections discuss the role 
of MRP in manufacturing, the concep.t of data structures 
and information systems, and th·e techniques us·ed t.o 
create .a business model for a manufacturing company. 
3.1 MRP Definition and Planning Considerations 
In the late 1960 1 s, most industrial firms tracked 
the·ir· material and managed their inventory by using a 
team of expediters who would juggle items listed on 
"hot-lists." These lists were prioritized by the jobs 
labelled as "important", "most important", a.nd "needed 
yes·terday (or last month)." No order was considered of 
average pr.iority and most work was completed behind 
schedule. The production floor scheduled the work that 
the expediters· were pushing for a given day. 
Ind~Stry realized that the expediting process 
consumed many people, material, and time resources, and 
that a better means of scheduling, planning, and 
forecasting must be created. 
During the 1970 1 s, the concept of Materials 
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Requirement Planning dev·eloped to answer the question 
of "when to ord-er?" This system was an inventory 
ordering mechanism based on the level of materials in 
the stockroom and the forecasts of orders for coming 
mon.ths. People realized that MRP could do much more, 
however. For.,..example, the MRP system could be enhanced 
to detect when an open order's due date was but of 
phase with its schedul~d ship date. To have this 
capability, the MRP system needed to be integrated with 
the master schedule, and the master schedule needed to 
be managed properly. As MRP evolved to include this 
feature, MRP grew to become a scheduling tool and was 
able to solve the problem of keeping order dtie dates 
valid after the orders had been released into 
production. 
The concept of closed-loop MRP systems developed as 
industry realized that schedule and corporate plans, 
after being madei had to be executed. To create the 
closed-loop ·s.ys.tem, many additional departments within 
the firm were integrated. These included the master 
scheduler, capacity planners, input and output controls· 
of materials and orders, shop dispatching, and vendor 
scheduling. Industry determined that the closed-loop 
feature ,in MRP systems insured that the best MRP 
planning was executed properly • 
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The closed-loop MRP system became a total system 
that could be used to plan and control all resources 
within the company. The concept was given a new name -
Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRP II) - consisting 
of a closed-loop system which integrated not only 
manufacturing operations, but also the financial and 
business strategic planning functions. MRP II has 
developed into a whole company system affecting almost 
everyone within the firm. 
When a company installs an MRP system replacing 
'! 
many expediters, the firm's working environment changes 
radically. Companies that use an expediting staff are 
so concerned with the urgency of shipping product that 
• 
productivity improvemebt (and reducing costs) becomes~ 
forgotten goal. The shortage lists rule the production 
floor, and every job is of "top priority." Overtime is 
commonplace, machine setups are required at too short 
an interval, engineering changes create confusion, and 
many other problems r·esult. 
The classic MRP system promises a whole new working 
environment and other goals such as: 
o On-time delivery of orders 95% of the time. 
o Inventory reduction of over 33%. 
o Inventory errors at less than 1%. 
o Short.age occurences reduced 80% • 
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These goals represent the quantitative outcomes of a 
successful MRP implementation. Companies have seen 
other gains materialize as t-he MRP system improves the 
industrial setting. The benefits overlap to produce 
some or all of the following: 
o Productivity increases of 10% more product output 
per· man-hour worked. 
o Assembly labor cost reductions of 25%, and 
fabrication labor cost reductions of 7%. 
o. Reduction in the amount of overtime by 50%, and a 
reduction of indirect labor costs by 25%. 
o Reduction :of inventory and its opportunity costs. 
o Reduction of purchas-ing costs by 5%. 
As the MRP system improves the cost picture of a firm, 
the attitude of the employees improves because: 
o People realize their full potential of their 
inherent p.roductivity. 
o People can do what their job desc·iptions require 
rather than chasing parts and expediting jobs. 
o People at all levels have the time to initiate 
new ideas to further improve- productivity. 
3.1.1 Planning Pitfalls of MRP 
MRP systems have scheduling capabilities that make 
purchased and company-manufactured components and 
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subassemblies available just before they are needed by 
the next production operation. MRP enables managers to 
track orders through the entire manufacturing process, 
and helps purchasing and production control move the 
right amount of materials at the right time to the 
right location.s. Some operating conditions assumed by 
MRP include: 
o Uneven demand for material wi.thin the plant. 
o Zero inventory stockouts. 
o Formal product priority schemes. 
o Precise demand forecasting for each product 
·manufactured by the firm. 
o Each product's bill of material structure is 
accurate. 
A firm using MRP to manufacture its products has 
obviously placed a great deal of faith in the above 
mentioned assumptions. For MRP to work, the firm takes 
risks by creating condi·tions contrary to methods 
established when the firm operated with a staff of 
expediters. 
The MRP assumptions are highly effective when the 
information from each operational area is accurate and 
timely. MRP requires that every employee be thoroughly 
disciplined about feeding updates into the system or 
else the MRP information base becomes corrupted and 
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inventory level errors, incorrect order quantities, and 
parts routing errors accumulate. All manufacturing 
decisions by each manager must be based on the data 
generated by the MRP system. 
Other pitfalls of present MRP II .systems cause 
problems during the implementation stage. Such problems 
include: 
o An MRP system requires large amounts of data 
inputs and is complex. 
o The system is not easy to understand, and 
managers who do not understand their own business 
have an additional burden • 
. o MRP assumes unlimited capacity in all production 
centers al·though some centers may create 
bottleneck conditions at various times. 
The accuracy of MRP scheduling logic becomes less 
effective, therefore, for capacity planning and control 
functions. Managers who understand the nature of their 
own production floor realize where bottlenecks exist 
and can compensat·e for this lim·itation in present MRP 
systems. 
3.2 Implementing an MRP System 
Having defined what MRP sxstems are, and listing 
their benefits and limitations, the question of 
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implementing the system surfaces. The implementation 
process requires many of the same guidelines mentioned 
in Section 1.2 of t·he thesis. The huma.n element of MRP 
implementation represents the key to success. People 
must be educated to understand what MRP does and does 
not do, they must know how it wbrks, and top management 
must be the primary motivators of the MRP 
implementation. Darryl Landvater of Manufacturing 
Software Systems, Inc. has developed a list of sixteen 
steps to implementing· an MRP system: 
Initial Education and Commitment 
1. Initi·al Education - S~nding key people in 
organization to courses invo·lving manufacturing 
logistics and production and inventory mana·gement. 
2. Commitment and Justification - Creation. of the 
project team, p·reparing a cost-benfit analysis, and 
assignment of a team leader from within the firm. 
Preparing for the Change 
3. Detailed Education - Train people on how to use the 
new system effectively by using company-specific 
examples and situations. 
4. Inventory Accuracy - Audit and correct records to 
increase accuracy to at least 95%. 
.. 
5. Bill of Material - Accuracy should reach 98% and a 
hierarchical bill of materials structure must be 
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developed by engineering and production control 
people. Engineering change policies should be 
formalized,. and new product introductions should be 
well documented. 
6. Establish Part-Ordering Policies - Production 
control ·and materia.ls management organizations 
should establish procedures, order quantities, lead 
times, and safety stock levels. 
7. Master Production Schedules - Management, marketing, 
and production supervisors should prepare monthly 
production plans by product family, then translate 
them into a master sch-edule: the statement of 
production by week in terms of specific part 
numbers .• 
8. Software Selection - Systems work and programming 
i.s done by the data proce.ssing department and the 
man-agers of each affected organization. Each. 
participant should detail what information they 
need to do the.ir jobs. 
Putting MRP in~o Action 
9. Pilot Program - Formalize the shop dispatching 
ptocess, and set up procedures for rescheduling 
work, order releasing, and order delays. The pilot 
program is a trial run of the MRl? system and should 
control one product or product family before . 
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switching all operations over to the MRP system. 
10. Full Implementation - Group the remaining products 
into divisions and bring each group into the MRP 
environment. 
Adding More Control 
11. Training the Shop Floor - Manufacturing people must 
learn. to be responsible for c.apacity requirements 
planning, purchasing control, and shop floor 
control. The training includes the discussion of 
what shop reports and schedules specific to the 
firm are used under MRP. 
12. Routing Accuracy - The closed-lbop. MRP concept 
requires at least 95% accQracy, which can be 
verified under the MRP system. 
13. Identify Work Centers - To aid in calculating work 
loads and routing, the machines on the shop floor 
should be grouped into work centers. 
14. Systems Work - Th~ shop flbor con·trol and ~apacity 
planning systems should be programmed by the data 
processing group, with the participation of the 
production managers. 
15. Shop Floor Control - Implement a pilot line for the 
shop floor control syst~m. 
16. Final Implementation - Install the capacity 
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requirements planning system for all product lines 
in the shop. 
By following the steps outlined above, the classic 
closed-loop Material Requirements Planning (MRP I) 
system should be successful. To utilize the features of 
an MRP II system, the company must develop a computer 
model of its overall business. This allows managers to 
perform '·'what if" ·simulations to help with capacity 
planning and scheduling. Such additional enhancements, 
required for Manufacturing Resource Planning systems, 
are implemented through additional training of people 
from all organizations in the firm. Accounting and 
finance people must understand the set of documents 
used in developing the financial plan. Production and 
inventory control people should have training that 
covers the differences between simulations and the 
formal operation of the system. ·These simulations help 
when changing forecasts, doing sales promotions, and 
introducing new products. 
3.2.1 ~ Sample MRP Implementation 
Part of th~ long range planning goals for the CIM 
implementation is an MRP II system implementation. The 
Company expects that such a system will grea·tly improve 
their manufacturing productivity and their ability to 
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compete. The approach to implement this system follows 
the framework mentioned in the previous subsection. 
Presently, the Company's management completed the 
initial educ~tion and management commitment stages of 
an MRP implementation. They are preparing to change 
their present informal system into a formal system 
required for MRP. The CIM consulting team helps conduct 
the detailed training, and their experiences show that 
the MRP system implementation has .prerequisites to 
complete before making any purchase decisions. As 
mentioned in the previous section, the Company can 
verify whether their inventory accuracy is 95% or 
better. If it is not, th·ey should correct the prob·lem. 
The company should also determine whether their bill of 
r' 
material accuracy is 98% and verify that all product 
lines have complete bills of material. The rnate·rial 
management can prepare the part-ordering policies, and 
since such policies exist, they just need to be 
formalized. All thr~e r·ecornmendations have been placed 
in action at the Company and concurrent with management 
partici_pation, the CI.M consul ting team has begun two 
step~ of the MRP implementation: 
Step One: The CIM consulting team models the present 
manufacturing system to help create a software 
spec(ification for a particular MRP system that 
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matches the Company's needs. The. software selection 
process begins with some form of analysis of the 
present system before modifications are 
recommended. 
Step Two: The CIM consulting team, while developing 
their manufacturing model, has also integrated the 
financial organizations into the model. This 
additional information will be useful to the 
Company when they have completed implementing their 
closed-loop Material Requirements Planning system 
and they want to enhance ·the simulation portion of 
the system. These simulations can be added after a 
successful implementation of ~n MRP I system and 
are the characteristics of the MRP II system 
mentioned previously. 
The remainder of the thesis concentrates on the 
part of the MRP implementation plan in which the CIM 
team performed a structured data analysis of a 
manufacturing faqility. This analysis created the 
manufacturing model which is described in Section 4.0 
of this thesis. With the moqel, the Company can develop 
an evolutio-nary plan that divides the long term 
. ' projects into short tetm tasks. The next section 
describes the structured data analysis and. Section 3~4 
lists some problems and benefits in using this 
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approach. 
3.3 The Structured Data Analysis Technique 
Up to now, the thesis discussed the procedur~s used 
for CIM planning. The emphasi.s now switches from 
procedures to techniques, where a procedure determines 
the sequence in which techniques are appl·ied. The 
techniqu~ used for m.odeling the manufact.uring system is 
structured data analysis. 
Designing and implementing a system, whether it is 
an MRP system or other system, requires the system 
. . 
designers to have a good understanding of the present 
environment. If the present environment is not 
understood, the designers can ·not easily determine what 
changes would occur when any new system is introduced. 
Most industrial facilities have complex day-to-day 
procedures developed over years of informal policy 
s·etting and these procedures are usually not well 
documented or understood by the people within the 
system. The structured data analysis technique forces 
the designers to extract the detail and document the 
present system. By verifying these details, the 
designer understands how the system works and this 
~nderstanding allows him to realize what changes are 
possible and the effect of these changes. 
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The framework of the structured data analysis 
includes graphical techniques to express information 
flows between processes. On a .diagram, refered to as a 
"data flow diagram", rectangular boxes represent system 
processes, and lines joining the boxes represent 
information flows between the processes. Processes also 
access data stores to state and retrieve data. These 
entities are represented by a rectangular box with one 
missing side. Processes internal to the model differ 
from external processes by the identification used 
inside the process boxes. External proc~sses or 
"entities" are labelled with an alphabetic identifier 
whereas internal processes use a numerical 
identification. Each number reptesents the level or 
hierarchical standing of that particular process withi.n 
the entire model. Processes within a similar area are 
grouped into functional areas. These functional areas 
are the highest level of the hierarchy. At each l~vel, 
the data flows exist between process boxes. At lower 
hierarchical levels, data flows decompose into specific 
company documents or input/ou·tput transactions on a 
computer. 
The structured data analysis uses formal techniques 
to define t~e data structures that are part of the 
information flows and data stores. The hierarchical 
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model emphasizes the function or process definition and 
then produces the data descriptions of the information 
flows and data stQres. The data flow diagram, when 
completed, provides the model of the present system, 
and changes to ·this system can be applied to the model 
using the same graphical ptocedures. Section Four 
describes the sample company's manufacturing 
environment using this framework and the data flow 
diagrams are shown for each functional area. 
3. 4 Benefits and Problem.s of _Structured Data Analysis 
Justifying a data analysis project is a difficult 
task. The benefits of these projects are hard to 
quanti.~y because a poorly conducted ana.lysis results in 
an absence of problems. The benefits include: 
o Contention problems within the present system are 
more easily seen on data flow diagrams. To create 
these diagrams, all vague concepts must be 
exposed and understood, thus improving the 
understanding of the present system. 
o The data dictionary used in conjunction with the 
data flow diagrams help to define the interfaces 
between pro·cesses early in the system analysis. 
By defining these interfaces, future designs 
contain fewer redundancies • 
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o The data flow diagrams can be used by many people 
... _ 
in the firm because they are easy to understand. 
Therefore, the learning difficulties found in 
. 
other analytical techniques are not apparent in 
., 
this type of analysis. 
o Entities within the present system which have 
different names in different organizations are· 
quickly discovered and common names for ea.ch 
entity -can be formulated. 
o Data flow diagrams provide a graphic 
representation of the system which provides a 
more vivid picture for people. People who read 
these diagrams, therefore., are more positive 
towards the project, since pictures are easier to 
understand than narratives. 
In essence, the purpose of structured data analysis is 
to allow the designers to show clearly and a~curately 
~hat the present system looks like and insure that 
everyone understands this system. This analysis lets 
the designers work out the det~i·l·s with as little waste 
of time as possible. 
Using such techniques does cause some problems and 
results in some extra effort such as: 
o Managers at th·e firm under study will require 
sbme education of the concepts of structured 
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analysis. 
o A large formal effoyt including significant 
detail is required to build the model, and this 
is resisted by most managers. Since the benefits 
are not quantitative and the effort is real, 
structured data analysis projects can become 
sloppy and thus inaccurate. 
o Since earlier in.formal techniques ·may have been 
used when doing other systems development within 
the firm, the managers may believe that the 
current analysis is unnecessary and a waste of 
time because previous projects were implemented 
without the structured analysis~ 
o The data processing department resists doing a 
structured analysis because programmers may 
believe they lose flexibility in their design 
when they must follow a structured format. 
The problems are encountered early in a structured 
analysis project, but the ben.efi ts are only recogni .zed 
at the end .. Therefore, managers w.ho are committed to 
such a project must understand that successful system 
implementation is forthcomin·g. 
''• '., 
In this study, the management was convinced that 
structur.ed data a.nalysis has rea.1 benefi-ts. To convince 
the managets, the CIM consultants presented anothet 
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firm'~ experiences with the techniques. For most 
structured analysis projects, the presentation of 
previous successes has been the most effective means of 
convincing management. 
The n~xt section of the thesis describes one 
specific structured analysis. The model is of 
hierarchical format with each functional area discussed 
in a separate section of Section Four. The analisis 
does not attempt to suggest changes in the present 
system, but merely explains what the present system 
• lS. 
Section .Five of this thesis ma,kes some recommendations 
for chang~s in the present system to aid in the MRP II 
implementation and future CIM system introductio.n • 
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4.0 THE MANUFACTURING MODEL 
The structured data analysis· can be don~ in phases 
where each phase represents a different level of detail 
• 
found at each level of the hierarchy. The.following 
section describes the Company at a high level of the· 
hierarchy. The operational areas defined in Section Two 
of the thesis are converted into manufacturing 
processes which receive and send data to each other. 
Each process could be furth~r decomposed into 
subprocesses that have internal data flows between each 
subprocess. The models described for the Company treat 
each area and the data flows between different 
operational areas. 
To introduce further hierarchy to the model, each 
operatio.nal area is grouped into manufacturing 
functions .• The functions are collections of related 
activities within the Company. In Figure :111, each 
rectangular box r.epresents a different manufacturing 
function. Within each box is the name of the function 
plus a list of the operational areas grouped into the 
functi·on. ·The rectangular boxes with the lower right 
corner removed represent ~xternal entities which are 
operations outside the manufacturing system. The four 
entities shown do not represent a complete set bf 
operations outside the system. Only those entities 
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relevant to the e·xample system ar.e shown. The 1 ist 
below describes each manufacturing function: 
o Order Entry - The order entry £.unction comprises 
those operati.ons that accept an order from the 
central saies staff, determines how to 
manufacture the product, and designs all 
additional features to service the particular 
customer's needs. The operations included in this 
functional area are Sales Accounting, Design 
Engineering, and Drafting. 
o Manufacturing Control - This functional area 
adcepts the design and order information and 
determines the physical makeup .of the product. 
This area controls the manufacturing process and 
insures that the design information is available 
to the shop floor. The operations included in 
this functional area are Bill of Materials, 
Production Control, and Manufacturing 
E·ngineering. 
o D_a ta Processing - This area integrates al.I other 
functional areas. The data processing area 
provides the central storage and control facility 
for the manufacturing plant. At the sample 
company, the data processing £.unction has been 
divided into the Data Entry process and the 
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Standards Creation process. 
o Material Management - The functional area that 
controls the ordering, shipping, receiving, 
inspecting, and flow of materials within the 
plant is the Material Management area~ This area 
is diviaeJ into the Material Control process, the 
Stockroom activity, Purchas.ing, and Expediting. 
o Business Operations - This functional area is 
responsible for the control and monitoring of the 
economic and strategic decision-making activities 
in the plant. The area is divided into 
·Management, Cost Accounting, and Payroll. 
o Production - The final area encompasses those 
processes which ac·tually are involved in the 
manufactur·ing of the product. The manufacturing 
is divided into the Machining process and the 
Assembly process. Also, a shop floor Maintenance 
process is included in this functional area. 
The six functional areas represent the top level of 
the structured data model. Each functional area has a 
collection of data flows which connect to the 
operational processes·contained in the functional 
areas. The second level of the hierarchy includes the 
operational areas themselves. The data flows at this 
level detail individual reports or specific person-to-
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person communications within the Company. The following 
subsections describe each functional area in more 
deta i 1. Because of the complexity o·f the example 
system, several simplifications are used in the 
diagramming techniques~ Each functional area has one 
diagram that. shows all interactions between th~ 
functional area and all other functional areas or 
external e.ntities that c.ommunicate with it. In the 
system, not all functional areas· communicate with every 
other fu.nctional area, and therefore, some areas a.re 
omitted on some diagrams. 
The diagrams use a simpler approach than the 
s.tr.uctured data analysis method descr:ibed in Section 
Three. The larger rectangular box represents the 
functional area being d~scribed. All other functional 
areas that interact with the original area are shown in 
smaller rectangular boxes. Rectangular boxes with the 
lower right corner removed are external operations that 
~~ interact with the central functional area. The arrows 
represen·t data flo·ws as described in Section Three. The 
data b-ases in the diagrams are represented by 
rectangles with rounded sides, which contain the name 
of the data ·base. Each function·al area is identified by 
a number from 1.0 to 6 .• 0. The numbers are consistent 
across all diagrams and can be used for cross-
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referencing between diagrams. 
The data flows shown on each diagram :represent the 
interactions between the central functional area and 
other entities. A complete list of all data flows 
within the model is listed in Appendix I. Brief 
descriptions of the data flows themselves are contained 
in Appendix II. 
4.1 The Order Entry Function 
Within the manufacturing plant, several activites 
are required to convert the customer's needs into 
manufacturable products. In a job shop environment, 
this tailoring process becomes more important. 
Efficient flow of information and coordination of 
design effort means that orders are delivered to the 
customer more quickly and the Company develops better 
sales relations. The Order Entry function has two 
primary interfaces between itself and each end. If an 
order to product process is treated linearly, then the 
order placed by Sales enters the Order Entry func·tion 
at one end, and the designed product ready for 
manufacture leaves the Order Entry process at the other 
end. 
·The· Sales to Order Entry interface through th-e 
Sales Accounting process is not a simple one-way data 
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flow where the sales order enters the plant with no 
feedback mechanism. Rather, the process becomes 
iterative because both the customer and the 
manufacturing plant m-ust communicate to develop the 
customer's needs into a specific product. Since the 
customer does not know the full capabilities of the 
Company's products, the sales and order entry 
organizations become responsible for educating the 
customer and helping him determine specifics about the 
product options. In Figure IV; the "Order Info" data 
flow represents this completed customer specification 
of the product where Sales sends the information to 
Sales Accounting, an operation in.ternal to the orae·r 
Entry function shown on the diagram. 
As the customer becomes aware of the Company's 
capabilities, he begins to request additional options 
that may not have been initially available from the 
plant. If the Company wishes to develop bett~r customer 
relations, they attempt to accommodate the customer by 
dete.rm·ining the feasibility of the customer's option. 
The Order Entry function ha-ndles this additional design 
effort through the Design Engineering process. Ea~h 
product can· have individual options designed. for a 
•• particular customer. The coord-ination of t~ design\.~~ 
effort becomes significant in such an environment, and 
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the Order Entry function requires another process to 
handle the design engineering effort. This Engineering 
Coordination process acts as a central point to handle 
all aspects of the Desigh Engineering process~ 
The Design Engineering process is included in the 
Order Entry function and hence, i~ not shown in Figure 
IV. Th·e Design Engineering process only includes those 
efforts required to modify available products 
manufactured by the Company. The .company uses a 
separate research and development group outside of the 
manufacturing model to create new products. Thls 
research group sends the ne~ designs into the 
manufacturing design are~ after prototype products have 
been developed. Therefore, the Design Engineering 
process within the manufacturing model i·s limited to 
customer applications. 
Along with sales, the Sales Accounting process 
interfaces with the Company's service g·roup. The 
servic~ group could be a central organization 
representing all lines of business for the Company. The 
service group must interface to manufacturing because 
spare parts and certain design information is needed to 
effectively service the customer's products. Spare 
l\l parts manufacture can be treated like other sales 
orders and the same order entry function can take 
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place. 
The back end interface of the order entry process 
documents the design effort done in engineering. This 
documentation includes information produced by the 
Engineering Coordination process and the Drafting 
organization. The Engi·neering Coordination process 
collects all results of the design effort in the plant. 
T.he group summarizes this information and sends a 
report back to the Sales Accounting process. The 
collated information is used by Sales Accounting to 
create a manufacturing order which is distributed to 
all Manufacturing Control and Production areas in the 
plant. The Drafting process takes the engineering 
design information and records the information 
graphically for use on· the production floor. Machiriing 
information for individual parts,. and assembly diagrams 
for final products are produced by the Drafting 
organization. Drafting also stores the information for 
h.istorical purposes so that future product orders can 
be compared against previous products manufactured by 
the plant. These drawings are useful because much of 
the Original design does not need to be duplicated for 
similar product families~ Drafting information is sent 
directly to the Manufacturing Control area and is not 
used by the Sales Accounting process • 
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Strategic decision making and forecasting closely 
relate to the Business Operations function of the 
plant. The order entry and design effort is monitored 
closely so that appropriate costing information from 
the Business Operations processes and the central sales 
group are used by the Order Entry functions to create a 
master schedule for production. As shown on rigure IV, 
many data flows originate from Order Entry and 
terminate at the Business Operations function. The 
primary feedback is the business forecasts th~t Order 
Entry uses to change the master schedule. 
After a product has reached production, the 
customer may still desire additional changes to his 
order. The manufacturing rno~el allows for such changes 
by using a system of engineering change notices. These 
notices, issued by the Sales Accounting process, are 
sent through Design Enginee.ring and Manufacturing 
Contro·l to d~te.rmine the extent of the changes. The 
effort for a change is noted on the change notice and 
the final results are eventually passed to the Cost 
Accounting process. After the changes have been 
approved by all operational areas, the operational 
areas affected by the change are notified and allocated 
the resources necessary to make th~ product change. 
Engineering cha·nge notices, or "E.C.N. ", are sent to 
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most functional areas in the system, as shown in ·figure 
IV. 
To determine how to build a product, the historical 
irrformation stored by the Engineering Coordination 
process is referenced. This information is collected as 
each order is submitted from the Sales Accounting 
process. The information includes a copy bf the 
customer's order, the description -of desired options, a 
sample of the customer's material that will be 
processed on the Company's product, and a description 
of what functions the custo~er expects. This 
information is compared to the parameters stored for 
all previous products produced by the Company. The 
previous p·roduct that matches closest to the current 
order is used as a referen~e for· the Design Engineering 
and Drafting processes. The Engineering Coordination 
process issctes a document that helps to schedule the 
design effort. This document, called a customer 
applications memo or "C.A.M.", de-scribes th-e customer's 
choice of Qptions and configuration of the Company's 
product to be sold to the customer. Also, additional 
ordering information is included that aids in 
engineering time and resource scheduling. 
In an organization where design efforts for a job 
shop are significant, the engineering scheduling also 
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becomes important. Designing must be done efficiently 
and available resources must not be idle. The Design 
Engineering process has a data store available to 
allocate the engineers available for design work. This 
schedule is distributed to the Business Operations area 
so that management can determine growth trends for 
engineering needs. Also, management needs these 
engineering schedules to determi.ne how well proa·uction 
schedules can be met. 
The primary purpose of Order Entry is to develop a 
customer need into a manufacturable product. The 
process requires large interaction between the 
Company's Sales. and Sales Accounting processes. Also, 
the design effort for such custom products is best 
cootd.inated through a separate process~ The final 
process, Drafting, is used as the interface to 
Manufacturing Control and is responsible for storing 
the design information for historical purposes. 
4~2 Manufacturing Control 
The functional area responsible for taking an 
engineering design an~ getting it into production is 
c~lled the Manufacturing Control area. The processes 
contained within Manufacturing Control take a design 
and breafl down the entire product into subassembl ies • 
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These subassemblies are further decomposed into parts 
that are either manufactured or purchased from other 
companies. If a part is determined to be manufacturable 
within the Company,. this area ·provides the routings and 
numerical control part programs needed to manufacture 
--· . 
the part. 
The daily activites of the production ·floor are 
moni tared :and· controlled by this functional area. 
Production scheduling at a part level (versus a product 
.level - master schedule) is accomplished by 
Manufacturing Control. If ma·ster schedules change, the 
Manufacturing Control area determines the part routings 
and changes machining priorities to insure that the 
products promised by the Business Operations area are 
shipped on time. 
The Manufacturing Control area also handles the 
structuring of the product by developing the product's 
bill of materials. This bill is used by many other 
functional areas but is primarily needed by the 
Material Management functional area. The bill of 
material for a customer's product is created by using a 
standard bill and then taking the engineering design 
changes and adding/deleting parts to create a specific 
bill of materials. This specific bill is stored in a 
historical file so that future specialized orders 
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similar to the current order can use the same bill. The 
specific bill of material is used for costing the 
product because each product is so different that 
standard co.sting of final assemblies becomes 
impo·ssible. 
The Bill of Materials process has several 
interfaces into the Order entry area. The design 
information and orderihg information is used to develop 
the specific bill of: material. Engineering ch-anges 
usually affect the parts list and the Bill. of Material 
process must account for this. Finally, a record of the 
complete product assembly is sent back to the Order 
Entry area because Order Entry is responsible for 
sending the parts and assembly information to field 
service. In Figure· V, the data flow~ between 
Manufacturing Control and Order Entry ar~ shown as 
direct links between the functions or as indirect links 
through a data base labelled "M.LOG", the machine log. 
The Bill of Materials area is central to any new 
MRP system. Not only should the product structure be 
clearly defined, but also the interfaces between design 
and manufacturing be understood. The structured data 
analysis helps clarify this design to manufacturing 
interface, a link that is usually overlooked by other 
o system analyses. 
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Another process in Manufacturing Control is the 
Productibn Control process. This process coordinates 
the production scheduling directly through production 
f o·remen. If problems occur on the s·hop floor, the 
foremen determine corrective actions and report their 
changes in production to Production Control. Production 
Cohtrol uses this i.nformation to insure that the most 
schedules can be me-t even during· machine breakdowns. 
The Production Control process also is responsible for 
getting the. engineering and drafting i.nforrnation to the 
appropriate machining centers at the time the part is -1, 
scheduled to be produced. If assembly is required, the 
Production c·ontrol group issues the assembly package 
containing drawings, pull lists, and instructions to 
the assembly area. 
The final process in the Manufacturing Control area 
is the Manufacturing engineering _process. This process 
takes a particular part design and determines the best 
method to manufacture it. The methods include the tool 
and fixture design plus numerical control data used by 
computer :d·riven machine tools. 
The Manuf·acturing Engineering process approves part 
de.signs so that the Bill of Material process can record 
the specific bill. Manufacturing Engineering is 
notified wh:en their eff.orts are requ·ired by the 
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Production Control process. The production schedules 
issued to the shop floor are also sent to Manufacturing 
Engineering so that the machine tool setup and 
fixturing is ready when demand appears. These data 
flows are shown in Figure Vas a one-way communication 
from Manufacturing Control to Production. 
The part designs created by the design engineering 
process are converted into product through numerical 
control punched tapes or through direct links between 
machine tool and central part program storage systems. 
The sample company has not established such a central 
facility at present and must rely on distributing paper 
tapes through the shop floor. After a part is machined, 
the part ptogram tape is returned to Manufacturihg 
Enigneering for storage because the same part program 
may be needed for a similar product type. 
Specifications for the C.ompany's DNC system should be 
closely formulated ·with the Manufacturing Engineering 
members. This group has established al.l existing part 
programming procedures for th·e Company and understand 
the intracacie·s of the Compa.ny's machine tools and 
product part fixtures. 
The M·anufacturing Engineering proc·ess is also 
responsible for change control to part programs. Such 
change cont.rel is necessary for a part to be 
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manufact~red to consistent specifications and quality 
standards. Also, consistent manufacturing of parts 
helps Data Processing establish time, labor, and 
material standa·rds for the part. These standards are 
used to cost the part and ultimately cost the final 
product. Because parts are generally manufactured in 
batches, a standard costing ~echanisrn is used at the 
part level. s·pecialized customer products are job 
costed with the bill of materials itemi~ing the 
standard cost parts. This division of standard parts 
costs and job costed assemblies occurs at the boundary 
of the machining and assembly shops on ths production 
floor. 
The present system al lows machine opera.tors to 
change the pa-rt programs after the tapes are read into 
the machine tool. If each operator has a different 
machining technique, the parts may be machined to 
different tolerances, have different quality, and 
require different machining times. By integrating the 
machine tools directly through DNC, the part programs 
can reflect timely engineering changes so that machine 
oper.ators need not make changes. For better control, 
the machine tool operators should ultimately be 
prevented from changing the programs which would allow 
the Company to establish mote accurate standards • 
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In summary, the· Manufacturing Control area takes 
the design for a particular customer's product and 
schedules and controls the manufacturing of that 
product. The parts used ~o cr~ate the product are 
developed by Manufacturing Control and the bills of 
material are structured by this functional area. 
4.3 Data Processing 
The functional area that records the production, 
labor, and efficiency information is Data Processing. 
This area also monitors the work-in-process and tracks 
the material for the Material Management area. The 
summary information is created by collating all 
collected information from the production floor. The 
s.ummary information is passed· to the Business 
Operations area for stategic and scheduling purposes. 
Data entry is accomplished through the use of labor 
tickets. The lab·or tickets originate in the Production 
function and are sent to Data Processing as shown in 
Figure VI. These tickets document different items 
depending on whether the labor is machining or 
' 
assembly. The machine sh·op .records the part 
identific.ation plus mac·hine setup times, plus personal 
information such as employee v_acations and breaks. The 
ass~mbly labor ticket is .used to record time spent 
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working on a particular machirte rather than part 
batches. The specific labor used for product assembly 
is charged to that customer's product. Machining labor 
for all parts is costed through a standard cost. The 
labor information is entered into temporary files that 
st.ore the information sequentially. The information is 
compared to labor standards to create ef·f iciency 
reports itemized by employee, department, and 
production floor. These standards are create~ by 
various engineering organizations throughout the plant, 
but the coordination of the standards is done by Data 
Processing. Each engineering process has access to Data 
Processing's files for modification. 
According to the Data Processing group, the labor 
standards are somewhat obsolete. Managers should 
require that the standards be kept accurate and that 
s·tandards represent a fair guideline for evaluating an 
employee·• s work. Employees who are judged against 
unfair standar.ds lose their enthusiasm for their work 
and become less productive. 
The machine shop labor informa.tion is used to track 
material with.in the plant. As. an employee reports part 
numbers on his labor ticket, the qu·anti ty of parts in 
the batch is also recorded. If the batch is completed, 
the labor ticket is marked accordingly. Since the par~ 
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rotiting information is available in Data Processing's 
files, the work-in-process can be tracked as it 
co~pletes each machining stage. 
A product's progress through a·ssembly is tracked in 
a similar manner by Data Processing. As~embly 1·abor 
standards have been established for eac·h operation in 
product assembly. As the hours are recorded by 
employees working on. a given product, the hours are 
compared against the stand.ard. This cbmparision 
provides a rough approximation of the progress of the 
product through each assembly operation. The assembly 
process is not wholly sequential so each operation has 
its own standards. Therefore, a product does not have 
to be 100% complete in one assembly operation before 
being par·tially complete in. a later assembly operation. 
The Company should evaluate the present system of 
monitoring progress by using assembly labor standards 
to determine product completeness. Since each product 
is rad.ical ly different, such completeness information 
may deceive the management. When the CIM architecture 
is more clearly defined, the Company's managers should 
inco~porate a product assembly tracking system that 
reflects real-time progress rather than a quantity of 
hours worked on a particular customer product. 
Reports created by Data Processing are issued to 
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all functional areas of the plant. The reports include 
the efficiencies and labor statistics mentioned above 
and the material tracking information. Other r·eports 
include costing information used by the Business 
' 
· Operations area and payroll information. The Data 
Processing area is also responsible for maintaining and 
--
providing computing resources for the entire plant •. 
Thes~ activites can be thought of as the corporate 
infrastructure for their information needs. 
4.4 Material Management 
The functional area responsible for the movement 
and distribution of materials throughout the plant is 
Materials Management. This area includes the purchasing 
and expediting operations, and includes the storage of 
inventory in the stockroom. The .Material Management 
area plays an important role in forecasting material 
usage. The Material Management area relies on forecasts 
issued through Sales Accounting for Company products. 
The products are decomposed into their bill of 
materials so that a complete parts requirements list 
can be -generated. The requirements are compared to the 
inventory levels and the difference is ordered through 
purchasing. Material orders should be timed so that 
inventory does not accumulate in the plant or that 
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material shortages occur frequently~ This materi~l 
order timing requires accurate information and good 
communications between Material management and other 
functional areas. 
The Materials Control process is the driving force 
of all material management processes. This process 
coordinates the material flow and collects information 
about present inventory levels. The Stockroom reports 
all transactions to Materials Control through pull 
lists~and individual transactions. Raw materials coming 
into the plant are delivered to the Stockroom aft~r 
inspection and these materials are listed on an 
inventory receipts report. The Stockroom transactions 
are .recorded on a data base managed by Materials 
Control so that present inventory levels are available 
without physically taking inventory. 
The Material Control process establishes the 
procedures used to order new material for the plant. 
The inventory levels f~r each part are compared ag~inst 
the reorder points for the part as described in the 
Company's Min-Max system. Information about each part 
used in the Company'$ products is contained in the data 
bases maintained by Materials Control. These data bases 
a re 1 abe l led as "I • C.", "I. B. ", an.d "I. M.", and are 
shown in Figu~e VII. 
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Part descriptions and part transactions are stored 
for historical purposes so that material ordering 
trends can be established. Unfortunately, the Company 
has no formal procedures to analyze this data. Usually 
product demands are estimated by Materials Control 
~ithout consulting Sales or General Management. Under a 
CIM architecture, product demartd trends are analyzed by 
regression or other mathematical techniques so that 
cyclic or irregular demand items can be ordered at more 
appropriate times. The Material Control process sends 
part orders through the Purchasing process and 
Purchasing summarizes these orders and sends this 
information to the Business Operatiorts area. 
Another Material Control responsibility is capacity 
requirements planning. Materials Control executes the 
decisions made by Manufacturing Engineering which 
determines whether a part should be made or purchased. 
The Manufacturing Engineering process tries to 
determine whether a part is technically feasible to 
produce within the plant. If a part is capable of being 
produced at the plant, the Materials Control process 
creates a manufacturing order for the part and sends it 
through Production. If the part is to be purchased, the 
Materials Control process determines the quantity to 
purchase and sends a Travelling Purchase Recquisition 
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to Purchasing. 
The Stockroom process is analogous to Data 
Processing because material storage and input/output 
control is similar to Data Processing activites. The 
material flows relate to data flows within the Company 
because each is reported using the same methods. The 
Stockroom has finite capacity and Materials Control 
must restrain their ordering. Also, the Stockroom must 
keep their records accurate for Material.s Control to do 
proper forecasting and accounting. 
The Purchasi.ng and Expediting processes insure that 
ordered materials arrive at designated times. These 
processes execute the commands issued by Materials 
Control. Interactions of Purchasing include vendor 
contacts when ordering raw materials or other parts. 
Expeditors act on existi.ng orders to adjust the arriva.l 
dates of ordered goods. Also, expediters are 
responsible for rescheduling parts manufacture within 
the production area so that the Company's products are 
shipped in order of priority. 
The Materials Management area is somewhat 
autonomous relative to other functional areas. The 
operation is a closed system where all functions of 
material movement and control are handled by one 
functional area. The only in.terfaces to other areas 
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include material availability reports to the Order 
Entry area to aid them in their master scheduling, and 
purchase commitments sent to the Business Operations 
area to aid in their budgeting. The list of pa.rts to , 
order is derived from the bill of materials submitted: 
to the Materials Control process by the Production 
Con.trol process. 
4.5 Business Operations 
The Business Operations include those functions 
that monitor and control the financial and strategic 
processes within the plant. The functional area is 
divided into three processes for this model. These 
include the General Management, Cost Accounting, and 
Payroll processes. General Managemen.t sets the 
pri.orities for the Company and helps establish the 
schedules for production. Management monitors product 
shipments and takes corrective ~ction to insure that 
product is· delivered on time. Genera.l Management 
uses many reports issued by Data Processing plus 
material information from Purchasing and engineering 
scheduling information from Order Entry. The three 
es:sential elements of design completion, material 
availability, and production floor readiness are 
determined by General Management to help in st.rategic 
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planning. 
The Cost Accounting area directs most data flows 
from the plant to external entities such as the 
corporate headquarters for corporate budgeting. Many 
functional areas send information to Cost Accounting 
such as: purchase commitments from Material Management, 
production costs and bill of materials structures from 
M.anufacturing Control, labor statistics from Data 
Processing, and employee costs from Payroll. Cost 
Accounting u~es this in£ormation to determine the final 
product cost and for billing the product to the 
customer. The collection of this cost information is 
shown on Figure VIII, where all functional areas. 
outside of Busi.ness Operations interact through data 
flows shown in the figure. The- accounts receivable 
operation is no:t handled by the _plant so that costing 
information neede:d for billing is sent to the corporate 
headquarters. 
l1he Cost Accounting area also c-reates some standards 
needed by the plant. Standards for assembly and 
machining labor are developed by both industrial 
engineering and Cost Accounting. Industrial engineering 
is responsible for new standards and is not· included in 
this manufacturing model. Cost Accounting analyzes 
standards created by industrial engineering and 
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determines whether the standards accurately represent 
the Company's costs. The Cost Accounting area also 
performs the audits of the Company's operations and 
records. These.audit results are sent to external 
accounting firms as the government requires. 
The final process in the Business Operations area 
. 
~ 
i·s the Payroll process. This process collects weekly 
time cards from the production floor and issues 
paychecks to the employees. The payroll costs are sent 
to cost accounting for verification against the labor 
tickets. 
The Business Operations area consists of many other 
plant functions not mentioned in this manufacturing 
model. The functions are only included in the model 
when they a.ffect the manufacturing of the product and 
the specification of the Company's Manufacturing 
Resource Planning system. 
4.6 Production 
The final functional area is the Production area. 
This col_lection of processes does the actual 
manufactu_ring of the Company's product. using raw 
materials, labor, and manufactured parts in assembly. 
·The Production area is divided into the Machining 
process and the Assembly process because both processes 
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handle their information differentfy as mentioned 
earlier. Standards and reporting techniques are 
different for both ptoduction areas even though 
material flow to both areas is similar. 
The machine shop is responsible for manufacturing 
the parts used in _product assembly. The parts are made 
using raw materials store.a in th·e Stockroom. Requests 
for raw materials are called: "Pull Lists" and are 
contained in the ''Assembly Package" generated by 
Manufacturing Control. These lists are sent from 
Production to Material Management, as shown in Figure 
IX. The Manufacturing Control area within the 
Manufacturing Control function sends the numerical 
control information and parts routing sheets to the 
Machining process. Production Control sends- the 
schedules, and Data Processing sends efficiency and 
work-in-process reports to help the machine shop 
foremen track material and effectiveness. If 
maintenance is required on machine tools, a maintenance 
order is issued to the third Production process called 
the Maintenance process. The Order Entry area sends any 
engineering changes dire~tly to the machine shop for 
design changes that require specific operator 
rewo-rking. 
The Assembly process receives similar ·information 
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fr.om the Production Control process but receives an 
assembly package rather than part information. The 
assembly package includes the diagrams needed to build 
the product and create the propet pull lists. The 
reports received from Data Processing include 
efficiency reports and also product completion reports 
based on the assembly labor standards. Output from the 
assembly process is identical to the machine shop 
except that part information is replaced by product 
information. 
The six functional areas describe the _present 
system architecture of the Company. Such syste~ 
description and analysis is reqdired to develop a 
detailed manufactu·ring model for any particular 
company. The manufacturing model can ultimately be used 
to create the specifications for the Manufactu~ing 
Resource Planning ~ystem described in the previous 
section. By presenting the model to the managers of the 
client company, the managers have the opportunity to 
understand and revise the way they do business. By 
... 
understanding their business better, the managers are 
better equipped to take on the challenge of creating 
the system specifications for an MRP II sys·tem. 
The Company's present· system architecture requires 
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some changes before new CIM systems are introduced into 
the· Company. Section 5.0 addresses evolutionary trends 
that can help a company insure a smoother transistion 
to automated business systems. The trends mentioned are 
general in nature and apply to any firm with a similar 
stru.cture to the systems described by this section and 
shown in Appendices I and II~ 
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5.0 EVOLUTION TO THE CIM ARCHITECTURE 
After the present business model is developed, the 
Company can apply changes to that model. The changes 
provide the evolutionary path that the firm can take 
when introducing CIM into the plant. Section Four of 
~ 
the thesis described the general nature of the 
manufacturing model at the Company. The details of the 
systems discussed in Section Four are outlined in the 
appendices. ·The level of detail found in Sectiort Four 
does not represent the detail needed for a 
comprehensive structured data analysis. The ~ystems 
described provide the framework where manufacturing 
details for a specific company should be added. 
At many firms# the situation described in the 
manufacturing model is common, such as the lack of 
coordinated data flows and redundant data entry points. 
Also, many manuf·acturing processes do not integrate 
easily with other function-al are.as in the model. This 
section describ~s future CIM trends that can reduce 
these problems. Possible solutions to these problems 
are discussed by applyin·g present technologies to the 
manufacturing model. This section also discusses the 
problems and benefits of implementing these so_lutions 
because CIM evolution incurs certain .costs forcing the 
firm to implement CIM in stages due to cost, 
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organizational readiness, and technology. 
5.1 Central Data Resources 
The six functional areas described in the 
manufacturing model require computer and data storage 
resourc~s. Each resource, however, is autonomous and 
isolated from the other functional areas. These 
isolated data bases require each functional area to 
enter, modify, and d~lete information. To alleviate 
·this problem; the Company could migrate to central data 
resources. 
T~o methods of centralizing data is by using 
computer networks with distributed data or a data base 
resident on a central computer. A central data base on 
a mainframe compu-ter system forces all functional areas 
to interact to the same storage devices. The data 
exists in one location and ·modifications by different 
. /? 
functional areas affect the same data elements. All 
termi.nals located in each area connect to the mainframe 
computer. A central data base insu.res that no data 
redundancy exists and a.11 information entered by one 
functional area can be retrieved by the other areas. 
Maintenance of the data base is performed by a central 
service group which is outside the direct control of 
the manufacturing functions. Therefore, central data 
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resources can be allocated fairly, and the budgeting of 
the activity is supplied by a higher corporate 
authority. 
The second architecture uses a distributed data 
base system. In this architecture, the data elements 
needed by each functional area reside on their o~n 
local computer systems. If one area updates their own 
data base, other areas who use that data also receive 
the updates through a real-time computer network that 
monitors the data bases. The functional area doing the 
updates becomes responsible for maintaining those data 
elements w.hich it creates because they have the most 
interest in keeping the data accurate. The computer 
hardware can st.ill be controlled by a central 
maintenance organization to insure that the computer 
network remains operational and that additions to the 
net~ork are handled efficiently. The distributed data 
base ar.chi tecture requires the firm to implement a more 
complex computer system and computer network scheme 
than does a central data base. Initially, most 
companies opt for a centr·al faci 1 i ty because the 
configuration is easier to under.stand and manage. With 
computing costs going down, however, each functional 
area can now have access to their own computing 
resources. Many organizations prefer to have control of 
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these resources because the resources become more 
flexible and can be more readily adapted to the 
functional area's needs. The integration of the 
distributed resources should be coordinated centrally 
since each functional area would most likely create 
their own interface architecture. A central group can 
establish policy so that each functional area crea·tes 
interfaces that are standard. 
By applying the central data resource conc_ept t.o 
the Company's manufacturing systems, the following 
scenario could result. The Order Entry function becomes 
respons.ible for entering data required by other 
functional areas. The Sales Accounting process would 
enter the initial ordering information. This 
information would be available for the Design 
Engi~eering and Engineering Coordination processes, and 
the historical information about previous orders would 
be integrated with the present new order. The sales 
information accompanying the order is also available 
for both Design Engineering and Drafting so that the 
design effort can start using data entered by Sales 
Accounting. 
Along with ordering information, the scheduling of 
design and production resources cbuld be conducted from 
the central data base. The master schedule, presently 
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· ~~tered and accessible only to Sales Accounting, could 
be centrally available sb that Production Control and 
General Management could reference the information in 
real-time. By having this data, Business Operations 
could perform "what-if." analyses by manipulating the 
data. The central data resource reduces the isolation 
of Order Entry, Manufacturing Control, and Management. 
The material management function, although highly 
data base oriented already, could still benefit from 
central da·ta resources. The inventory levels reflect 
those parts or raw materials in the Stockroom. Parts 
used in Production are not tracked on a real-time ba~is 
with any accuracy. Scrap information is not readily 
available for the Materials Management area -
informat.ion that could affect future material ordering 
from vendors. To resolve this 
control informati}n contained 
p·roblem, the inventory 
on the computer system·s 
in Data Processing could be tied directly to the w.ork-
in-process information to create a combined material 
management data reso.urce. All material, however, 
whether in the Stockroom or on the shop floor, would be 
tracked and controlled using real-time updates. 
Another major operation benefitting from .central 
data resources is the Cost Accounting process. This 
process require.s inputs from ·most functional areas of 
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the Company and each area sends the information through 
a paperwork system. If the information were entered 
centrally, Cost Accounting would have immediate access 
t.o the present conditions of product orders, material 
purchases, and labor costs. The information reflects 
the present condition and Cost Accounting, Management, 
and Corporate Headquarters can more quickly react to 
problems in budgeting. 
The central data resource concept provides· 
the framework .needed for introducing MRP II systems 
into the plant environment. Concepts within ·both 
projects include: 
o Coordination. The central data resource requires 
coordination across ~11 functional areas, and· 
developing techniques for operational 
cdordination is one primary requirement of MRP 
implementation. 
o Information. The data resource project requires 
similar data structures as an MRP system-, but the 
data elements within the business .operations are 
more familiar to the company's managers because 
these data elements represent the daily 
information needs of the company. 
o Policy. An M~P system extends the central data 
resoutce project by requiring management to 
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introduce coordination efforts into the plant, 
and also develop policies that may be alien to 
the plant's informal procedures. 
The data resource project is more passive because it 
can fit into an ~xisting manufacturing system. MRP II 
projects alter the present system and require a larger 
volume of specifications than does a central data base 
project.· 
5.2 Functional Integration 
For the CIM architecture to be complete, all 
functional areas within the plant must be able to 
communicate and Share informa·tion. M~nagement of 
i·nformation within a central data base is o·ne element 
of the CIM architecture. The other foundation for CIM 
is the management of informatibn between functional 
areas. Just as the central data resource can be more 
easily applied to the production environment than MRP, 
the integration of functional areas can also be more 
easily applied. Functional integration also plays a 
passive role in rnan.ufacturing system developm·ent. MRP 
systems utilize computer networks to collect and 
distribute the control information manufacturing 
processes use. Detailing the computer networking within 
the manu~u-ring_ model allows managers of each 
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function~! area to better coordinate the integration. 
first before adjusting manufacturing procedures. 
Each functional area must manage how it transfers 
data as well as how· it manages data withirt its area. 
Many benefits to networking overlap with the central 
data resources. The area interfaces, ~hen well defined, 
aid each proce.ss in determining their procedures and 
policies, and can help develop the overall 
manufacturing model. The. current manufacturing system 
uses unstructured data flows that can be as informal as 
a telephone call. When the CIM architecture is 
completed, all data flows are formally defined, and 
each flow becomes a necessary part of the manufacturing 
cycle. 
In the sample Company's model, some functional 
areas us·e informal data flows to pass information and 
other areas are completely isolated. The Order Entry 
area has been well integrated in the present model, 
partly because good customer relations require easy 
interaction between Sales and Design Engineering. The 
c.ommunications begin to deteriorate, however, between 
the Order Entry and Manufacturing Control functions. 
These areas have been isolated and the design groups 
have been remote from the manufacturing effort. 
Isolated information can result in a company creating 
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designs that are more. expensive to make simply because 
the designers do not know what the manufacturing 
parameters are~ Integrating the Design Engineering and 
Manufacturing Control proce·sses allows the firm to 
have: 
o Faster response to customer orders. 
o Faster engineering changes when needed. 
o Le.ss redesign effort. 
o Reduced product costs. 
Section 5.2.1 describes how thase functional areas can 
be more inte.grated on the present manufacturing model. 
The Materials Management area is another isolated 
function within the manufa.cturihg model. Integrating 
Manufacttiring Control and Materials Manage~ent is 
necessary for an ultimate implementation ·of an MRP II 
system. The material planning portion of MRP can ortly 
be executed if the actual production information and· 
inventory levels are availa.ble for analysis. The 
planning function of MRP must receive feedback from the 
actual production operations so that material controls 
can be instituted providing the closed-loop portion of 
MRP. The Design Engineeririg, Material Management, and 
Manufacturing Control functions are all integrated in 
an MRP r·r system. The product structure used within an 
MRP II system should also be integrated with the 
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Company's CAD ~systems. Section 5.2.1 describes thi~ CAD 
to MRP integration. 
The final integration area to be discussed involves 
Sales Accounting, Production Control, a:n·d sales 
forecasting. These three functions are closely linked 
in a strategic sense, and the Company's General 
Management is the primary benefactor of the integration 
of these functions. The sales forecasting process is 
external to the manufacturing model but data flows 
between this external entity and the manufacturing 
m:odel should be improved. The forecasting information 
should be stored on a data base rather than a paper 
system so that information is more assessible to other 
functional areas. In the present system, each 
functional area receives different forecast information 
which causes each area to react differently when 
scheduling production. 
Presently, monthly production scheduling meetings 
are held between the operational ar~as. The Management 
~nd Sales Accounting processes interact and modify the 
mastet schedul.e. Ot-her processes p-artici·pate at these 
meetings such as Production which adjusts current 
capacity, Manufacturing Control which receives new 
orders and ass.embly schedules, and Materials. Management 
which issues the inventory levels. The interaction i.s 
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informal, infrequent, and can not respond effectively 
to the changing environment addressed by the Company's 
strategic plan. Section 5.2.2 of the thesis describes 
this integration in more detail. 
s.2~1 CAD and MRP Integration 
The present manufacturing model divides the three 
major areas af·fected by MRP: Order Entry, Materials 
Management, and Manufacturing Control. These three 
functional areas must be closely linked to provide 
effective producti.on monitoring and control. The 
present model demonstrates that Order Entry generally 
sends its designs to the Manufacturing Control area, a 
situation common in many firms. The Materials 
Management area is left isolated~ The £allowing 
integrations should be developed to promote the CIM 
architecture: 
o The Design Engineering and Manufacturing Control 
areas should be integrated through the CAD and 
Bill of Materials files so that the product 
structure designed in engineering controls the 
essential material ordering activities. 
o The Bill of Materials and Materials Control 
processes should be integrated because customer 
options modify the present product structure and 
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these recently modified structures can create 
part shortages. 
o The MRP system used mostly by Material Management 
and Manufacturing Control should be integrated to 
the Design Engineering C.AD system. The data bases 
could be combined to eliminate redundancy and 
inaccurate reentry of prbduct structure-s. 
When the Company introduces CAD into their plant, 
the part design information is stored in a data base 
local to Design enigneering. This information can be 
transfe~red easily to the Manufacturing Engineering 
p·rocess which is responsible for building part programs 
for numerical control machine tools. This interface of 
C.AD and DNC function·s is widely available using 
commercial products. The integration of these systems 
provides a shorter lead time for product shipment and 
faster engineering changes. In the overall CIM effort, 
the DNC introduction provides a good starting point to 
develop the CAD to DNC integiation. 
The DNC system could not· only distribute part 
information to various ·machine tools, but it could also 
retrieve information· from the shop floor and transmit 
it to a central data base. This process would :eliminate 
t.he manual ·material tracking procedures by transmitting 
material identities plus scrap and production results 
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in real-time. This information could then be applied to 
the Materials Management area against the bill of 
materials so that the MRP system becomes a reality. 
The bill of materials could ultimately be derived 
from the CAD system rather than being developed in the 
Manufacturing Cont~ol function. The bill of materials 
could be loaded into the MRP system so that the product 
structure can be accessed as each engineering change 
occurs. Bill of material accuracy is maintained and 
this accuracy is essential for proper MRP operation. 
By integrating the CAD system with the generation 
of a structured bill of materials, the Design 
engineering and Manufacturing Control areas derive 
information such as material requirements based on 
initial product design.s. Also, inventory levels are 
maintained by DNC systems ahd other data entry stations 
on the production floor. Inventory updates not only 
benefit Materials Management, but also aid the Business 
Operations function when budgeting. This integration 
scheme can be applied to either type of central data 
resource mentioned in Section 5.1 • 
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5.2.2 Forecasting ana·sales Accounting Integration 
The Corporate Headquarters is responsible for doing 
the high level strategic planning for the rest of the 
corpora.tion. The policies established by the 
headquarters are sent to each plant. The manufacturing 
model does not have its own sales force and depends on 
the Corporate Headquarters· for marketing, sales 
forecasting, and sales efforts. These functions are 
important for manufacturing planning for the Business 
Operations, Order Entry, and Materials Management 
functions. The Business Operations area uses forecasts 
to determine ca.pacity requirements in the long term. 
Order Entry uses forecas·ts for allocating specifi·c 
schedule buckets to customer or.ders and Materials 
Management analyzes trends in material requirements 
based on the forecasts. 
The int~ration of these functions can be 
accomplished after the plant has installed their MRP 
system. This system then provides a framework where 
capacity requirements automatically affect material 
ordering and producti·on scheduling. To integrate 
forecasti·ng 'flith MRP, the sales staff at headquarters 
should be able to access the plant's plans and capacity 
information through a remote link. The plant's managers 
may prefer that the external sales force not have the 
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ability to change the plans without plant approval. The 
sales organization, however, must be committed to 
providing timely forecasts, possibly in the form of 
preliminary orders sent thro~gh the plant 1 s Sales 
Accounting process. The data base could be tied 
directly to the master schedule which in turn is 
available to the plant's internal functions and the 
Corporate Headquarter$ staff. 
The trends discussed in this section help establis·h 
the CIM architecture that the Company believes matches 
their business strategy. The implementation of the MRP 
II s_ystem is the first step to the long r·ang.e 
development of the CIM system. The install-ations of DNC 
now and MRP later provide the manufacturing systems 
that help the Company upgrade thei·r informal systems 
and enhance .their present CAD system. 
f,1 
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS 
When a firm ·determines that a Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing (CIM) architecture is required as part of 
their strategic development, a structured planning 
approach accelerates the implementation of the CIM 
architecture. A planning approach has been proposed and 
its application to a sample company has been 
demonstrated. The approach begins by selecting a team 
of CIM consl)ltants and internal corporate managers who 
conduct an analysis of the company's business strategy 
and· th.e state of the present manufact·uring systems. The 
planning methodology continues with a modelling 
activity where CIM c.onsul·tants and corporate managers 
develop a structured analysis of the manufacturing 
model. The completed model is used to dembnstrate 
possible evolutionary paths from the firm's present 
man.ufactur ing systems to their ultimate CIM 
architecture. 
The sample company used this planning approach to 
integrate an Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRP) 
system into their pres~nt system. An MRP system 
requires a large commitment from the company's 
managers, a.nd part of the planning approach is designed 
to underscore the problems that could result from 
improper planning. As mentiorted earlier, the structured 
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analysis results in a model that can help the firm 
specify additional systems within the CIM 
architecture. The firm under study has begun to use 
their model to develop the specifications for an MRP 
system, and the interfaces between MRP and their 
Compu~er Aided Design and Numerical Control s·ystems. 
Because the c.oncept of CIM is relatively new, the 
planning associated with CIM is in the early stages of 
development. Future efforts include developing bett·er 
planning tools and incorporating the str·uctured data 
analysis into the stategic business p_lanning activity. 
Future effort, however, must include the proper 
education to make managers aware of the importance of 
developing a structured approach to planning. 
The benefits of proper CIM planning may tak·e 
several yea.rs to realize and the evaluation of the 
planning process does no-t become apparent to most 
managers involved in the planning. As in most 
situations, those systems that integrate perfectly, 
cause no problems and draw no attention. The company 
failures, on the -other hand, are visible to all and are 
always remem·bered. 
( ·· .. 
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APPENDIX I: DATA FLOW WORKSHEETS 
The following pages were used to create the 
manufacturing model for the C6mpany. The data flows 
represent the paperwork or transaction information_ that 
is passed between operations within the Company. Each 
operational area in the thesis is described in these 
worksheets, and the inputs, outputs·, and data bases are 
listed under each oper-ation. Inputs are listed on the 
left side of each worksheet and outputs are listed bn 
the right side. The data bases used within an operation 
are contained in square brackets. Arrows are used to 
describe data base flows used for data entry and 
reporting operations. Actual data base names used by 
the Company are listed at the bottom of the sheets. 
Report names located in the center col~mn of the 
worksheets refer to reports used internally by the 
organization listed. Each operation has been 
abbreviated so that each data flow has a cross-
reference. The abbreviations 
MAT 
PUR 
MFG 
- Materials Management 
- Purchasing 
-- Manufacturing Engr. 
MGT - Plant Management 
• DP - Data Processing 
BOM - Bill of Materials 
DES - Design Engineering 
ACCT - Cost Accounting 
• • ENG - Eng1neer1ng 
Coordination 
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are: 
STK - Stockroom 
EX - Expeditors 
P/R - Payroll 
SALE - Sales 
OFT - Drafting 
PROD - Production Control 
SA - Sales Accounting 
PROD - Production Floor 
·,, 
I 
WORKSHEET 1: Materials Management (MAT) 
Outputs Inputs 
Manufacturing Order (SA) 
Machines in Progress (.DP) 
% Completed Report (DP) 
Traveling Pur. Recq.(PUR) 
Capacity Report (EX) 
Short On Hand+ Available (DP) 
Final Assm Pkg (BOM) 
P.O. c·omrnitment Report (PUR) 
Monthly Inventory Receipts (·sTK) 
... 
[Inventory Control] -> Stockroom Transaction Reports 
[Inventory Control] -> Inventory Receipts Report 
Daily Cycle Counts (STK) 
Yearly Physical Inventory (STK) 
Pull List (STK) -> [Inventory Control] 
I 
-> [Machine Load File] 
Data Bases 
M.ITEMAS - Item master (desciptions of parts) 
M.ITEMBL - Item balances (in inventory) 
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WORKSHEET 2: Stockroom (STK) 
Inputs 
Stockroom Parts (SHOP) 
Outputs 
Stockroom Parts (SHOP) 
Transactions in Stockroom-> [Inventory Control] 
Raw Materials (VEN) Raw Materials (SHOP) 
Line Items (SHOP) Inventory Receipts (MAT) 
Pull Lists (SHOP) Pull Lists (MAT) 
Order Supplements (SA) Physical Inventory (MAT) 
Daily Cycle Counts (MAT) 
WORKSHEET 3: Purchasing (PUR) 
Traveling Pur. Recq. (MAT) P.O. Commitment Report 
(MAT, MGT, ACCT) 
Purchase Order (VEN) 
Data Bas_e 
M.PURSUM - Purchase order information 
WORKSHEET 4: Expeditors ·(E~) 
Efficiency Reports (DP) 
WIP Ihv. Reports (DP) 
Short On Hand+ Available (DP) 
Capacity Report (MAT) 
. 117. 
Changes in Work (SHOP) 
Vendor Calls (VEN) 
WORKSHEET 5: Manufacturing Engineering (MFG) 
Inputs 
Manufacturing Order {SA) 
Order Supplements (SA) 
Production Schedules (PROD) 
ECN's- (DES) 
NC Tapes (SHOP) 
Shop Packet (BOM) 
Final Assm Pkg (BOM) 
Outputs 
NC Tapes (SHOP) 
Approved Shop Packet {BOM) 
WORKSHEET 6: Plant M~nagement 
Efficiency Reports (DP) 
% Completed Report (DP) 
Tentative Engr Sched (ENG) 
P.O. Commitment Report (PUR) 
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WORKSHEET 7 : Data Processing (DP) 
Outputs 
----- - -
Inputs 
Fabrication Labor Tickets (SHOP) -> [Da·ily Eff File] 
Assembly Labor Tickets (SHOP) -> [Assm Labor File] 
[Daily Eff File] + [Assm Labor] -> [WIPINV] 
Assm Labor Std's -> [Assm Labor File] 
* Following reports use [Daily Eff File], 
[Assrn Labor File], and [Labor Master File]: 
Assembly Labor Costs (ACCT) 
Assm Labor Variance·s (ACCT) 
Standard Costs (ACCT) 
Weekly P/R Distribution (ACCT) 
• Efficiency Reports -
- by man (est dir/ind) 
- by work center, dept 
- by dept/part#, part# 
(MGT, SHOP, EX) 
[WIPINV] -> WIP Inv Repo-rt (EX, SHOP) 
Machines in Progress (MAT) 
% Completed Report 
(MAT, MGT, ACCT, SHOP) 
Short On Hand+ Available 
(MAT, EX) 
Setup Reports (SHOP) 
- by clock and part# 
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WORKSHEET 8: Bill of Materials (BOM) 
Inputs Outputs 
Manufacturing Order (SA) --> [M.OPNSUM] 
Customer Appl Memo (ENG) 
"S" Number-> [Product Structure] ~> STD BOM 
STD BOM -> [Open Mat File] -> Machine Specific- BOM 
Approved· Shop Packet (PROD, l"1FG) BOM Costs (ACCT) 
Shop Packet (PRODrMFG) 
Order Supplements (SA) 
Electronic Information Sheets (ENG) 
[Machine Drawing File] -> Review Sheet (DFT,ENG,DES) 
Revi~w Sheet-> [Machine Drawing File] 
Ten ta ti ve Engr Sched (ENG) Final A-ssm :Pkg 
EC.N's (DES) 
Drawings (D·FT) 
Block Diagram ·(DFTJ 
-- Drawings & BOM 
(MAT, PROD, MFG, SHOP, ENG) 
Data Bases 
M.OPNSUM - Mfg Order Summary Inf.ormation 
M~PSTRUC - Product Structure File 
M.OPNMAT - Open Mat File 
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WORKSHEET 9: Design Engi_neering (DES) 
Inputs Outputs 
Customer Appl Memo (ENG) 
ECR's (ENG) -> [E.C. File Book] -> ECN's 
(BOM, ACCT, MFG, OFT, PROD, SHOP) 
Manufacturing Order (SA) 
Order Supplements (SA) 
Electronic Info Sheets (ENG) 
Forms for Layouts (ENG) 
Review Sheet (BOM) 
Bl·ock Diagram (OFT) 
Engr Project Time Est's (ACCT) 
* Remaining information from Engr Schedules File: 
Electrical Draft·er Schedule 
Mechanical Drafter Sched.ule 
Hardware Eh9ineering Sched. 
Panel Drafting Schedule 
Checker Drafting Schedule 
HW/SW Engr work Flow List 
Engineer's Assignments 
Machine Schedule "A" 
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WORKSHEET 10: Cost Accounting (ACCT) 
Inputs 
Forecasts (SA) 
Order Supplements (SA) 
Customer A.ppl Memo (ENG) 
Engr Project Time Est's (DES) 
BOM Costs (BOM) 
Payroll Costs (P/R) 
P.O. Commitment Report (PUR) 
Weekly P/R Distribution (DP) 
Assm Labor Costs (DP) 
Standa.rd Costs (DP) 
Assm Labor Variances (DP) 
% Compl.eted Report (D·P) 
ECN's (DES) 
Outputs 
Budgets (Corp Hqtr) 
Accts Payable (Corp Hqtr) 
Assm Labor Std's (DP) 
WORKSHEET 11: Payroll (P/R.). 
Time Card·s (SHOP) Payroll Costs (ACCT) 
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" WORKSHEET 12: Dr'afting (OFT) 
Inputs 
Manufacturing Orders (SA) 
Order Supplements {SA) 
ECN. I s (ENG) 
Customer Ap-pl Memo (ENG) 
Outputs 
Review Sheet (BOM) Block Diagram (DES, ENG, BOM_) 
Electronic Info Sheets (ENG) Drawings (BOM) 
WORKSHEET 13: Production Control (PROD) 
Breakaway Tickets (SHOP) 
Shop Packet (BOM) 
Routing Sheets (SHOP) 
Approved Shop Packet (BOM) 
Final Assm Pkg (BOM) 
ECN's (DES) 
Manufacturing Order (SA) 
Order Supplement (SA) 
Production Schedules (SH.OP,MF·G) 
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WORKSHEET 14: Sales ·(SALES) 
Inputs 
Quotations (ENG) 
Outputs 
Requests for Quotations (SA) 
Sales Order (SA) 
Electronic. Info Sheets ("SA) 
Forms for Layouts (SA) 
Product Modifications (SA) 
Live Material (SA) 
Credit Approvals (SA)· 
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WORKSHEET 15: Sales Accounting (SA) 
Inputs Outputs 
Requests for Quota.tions (SALES) 
Requests for Quotations (ENG) 
Electronic Info Sheets (SALES) 
Electronic Info Sheets (ENG) 
Forms for Layouts (SALES) 
~Forms for Layouts (ENG) 
Product Modifications (SALES) 
Product Modifcations (ENG) 
.. 
Order Supplements 
(ENG,DES,BOM,DFTiMFG,PROD,S1K,ACCT,SHOP) 
Fld Srv Parts Orders (SRV) -> [TRSORD] -> M.O. 
Live Material (SALES) Live Material (ENG) 
Sales Orders (SALES) -> [Machine L6ad File] 
Credit Approvals (SALES) -> [Machine Load File] 
Machine Shipment Notice (SHOP) -> [Machine Load File] 
I 
-> [Machi·ne Compendium] 
I 
-> [Open Mat File] 
r . 
Manufacturing Order (ENG) Bill of Lading (SHOP) 
Customer Appl Memo (ENG) Forecasts (ACCT) 
Preliminary Mfg Order (ENG) 
Manufacturing Order (BOM,DFT,DES,MAT,MFG,PROD) 
[MACHLD] -> "A" & "B" Schedule 
[MACHLD] -> "A" Customer Listing 
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WORKSHEET 16: Engineering Coordination (ENG) 
Inputs 
Requests for Quotations (SA) 
Outputs 
Quotations {SALES) 
Electronic Info Sheets (SA)-> [Machine Compendium] 
Preliminary Mfg Order {SA) -> ·[Machine Compendium] 
Order Supplements (SA) -> [Machine Compendium] 
Forms for Layouts (SA) 
Product Modifications (SA) 
Live Material (SA) 
Electronic lnfo Sheets 
(DES, OFT, BOM) 
Forms for Layouts (DES) 
ECR's (DES) 
Live Material (SHOP) 
[Mach-ine Log] -> Tentati·ve Engr Sched (MGT, BOM) 
[Machine Drawing File] -> Field Srv Prints (SRV) 
[Machine Drawing File] ~>· Parts List (SRV) 
Review Sheet (BOM) 
Block Diagram (DFT) 
.Final Assm Pkg (BOM) 
Manufacturing Order (SA) 
Customer Appl Memo 
(SA, DES, BOM, DFT, ACCT) 
Data Base 
COMPND - Machine Compendium File 
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WORKSHEET 17: Production Floor (SHOP) 
Inputs 
Order Supplements (SA) 
ECN's (DES) 
Final Assm Pkg (BOM) 
Efficiency Reports (DP) 
WIP Inv Repor·ts (DP) 
Setup Reports (DP) 
Outputs 
Live Material (ENG) 
Production Schedules (PROD) 
Routing Sheets (PROD) 
Raw Material+ Stockroom Parts (STK) 
Stockroom Parts (STK) 
Line I terns ( STK) 
Pull Lists (BOM) Pull Lists (STK) 
NC Tapes (MFG) 
%. Completed Report (DP) 
Changes in Work (EX) 
Bill of Lading (SA) 
NC Tapes (MFG) 
Time Cards (P/R) 
Machine Shipment Notice (SA) 
Maintenance Reg's (MNT) 
Breakaway Tickets (PROD) 
Fabrication Labor Tickets (DP) 
Assembly Labor Tickets (DP) 
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APPENDIX II: DATA FLOW DESCRIPTIONS 
The data flows listed in Appendix I are Company 
transactions that allow each operational area to 
coordinate their order processing and manufacturing of 
the product. This appendix describes these flows that 
are used within the Company. The flows are generic in 
nature, however, and could describe operations within 
other manufacturing facilities. Data flows are listed 
within the operational area that treates the data 
entity. T·he operational areas are divided into the 
functions used throughout the thesis. 
Materials Management 
Traveling Purchase Recquisition - T·he materials ma-nager 
-sends requests for new parts to purchasing. 
Capacity Report - These reports describe the Company's 
ability to meet production schedules for the long 
term. ·The reports are sent to the expedi tors for 
action. 
s·tockroom Transaction Reports - Used internally by the 
materials manager to documen-t transactions between 
the stockroom and the shop and vendors. 
Inventory ·Receipts Report - Used internally by the 
materials manager to document the new parts and raw 
materials receipts coming into the plant • 
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Stockroom 
Stockroom Parts, Ra~ Materials - Materials are stored 
in the stockroom and distributed to machining and 
assembly production areas. 
Inventory Receipts - The documents that record when 
materials are received by the stockroom. They are 
•.' 
sent to the mat~rials manager for processing. 
Physical Inventory, Daily Cycle Counts - Auditing 
information used to check the accuracy of the 
stockroom records. Phy$ical inventory is done 
yearly and both information sets are sent to the 
materials manager. 
Purchasing 
Purchase Order Commitment Report - A summary document 
listing all outstanding purchase orders for 
production materials. Repott used by management and 
ac~ounting for budgeting. 
Purchase Order - o·rder sent to vendors for production 
materials. 
Expediting 
Changes in Work - Informal resch~duling of work in the 
production areas to meet new production schedules. 
Vendor Calls - Informal contacts with vendors to reduce 
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delay when receiving orders. 
Manufacturing Engineering 
NC Tapes - Contain the part programs that con-trol the 
machining toois in production. The tapes are stored 
in the manufacturing engineering area and 
distributed to the appropriate machine tools when a 
production order enters. 
Approved Shop Packet~ Manufacturing engineering must 
approve the bill of materials and asse~bly 
information before the product design is released 
to production. 
Data Processing 
Assembly Labor Costs - This report is issued to cost 
accounting to document the assembly labor costs 
that should be charged for individual customer 
orders. 
A~sembly Labor Vari.ances ~ This reports compares 
assembly labo·r times with standards and documents 
all variations from the standards. Used by cost 
acc·ounting to monitor efficiency and adjust 
standards for more accu~ate btidgeting. 
Standard Costs - Data Processing is currently 
responsible for creating the machining labor 
,I) 
" \ 
standards used to monitor employee efficiency. The 
standards are sent to cost accounting to accurately 
create the product cost based on the parts used and 
the labor costs associated with creating those 
parts. 
Weekly Payroll Distribution - This report is sent to 
cost accounting to· verify that employee time cards 
compare with production labor tickets. The 
information is not specific to parts machining or 
product assembly, but describes employee indirect 
time charges during their production shift. 
Efficiency Reports - Reports are sent t6 production, 
management, and expediting to describe how the 
plant is curre·ntly operating. The reports are 
organized by employee, department, work center, and 
by part number within work centers. 
Work in· Process Inventory Report - This report sent to 
the shop foremen and expediters lists all material 
that resides on the produc·tion floor. 
Machines in Progress - This report is sent to the 
materials rnanag·er and lists all open customer 
orders. 
% Completed Report - This teport documents how customer 
orders are progressing through the asse~bly area 
and the report is sent to management·, accounting, 
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and shop· foremen. 
Short on Hand+ Available - These reports lists those 
materials that are scarce in inventory or are 
experiencing a stockout condition. The report is 
sent to the materials manager and the expeditiors. 
Setup Reports - Reports sent to the foremen to monitor 
the amount of time required to change tooling on a 
particular machine tool. 
Bill of Materials 
Standard Bill of Material - This list represents the 
collection bf parts needed to create a machine 
described. generically by the "S" number , an option 
selection tool used to configure the Company's 
product. 
Machine Specific Bill of Material - This list of parts 
represents the customer's specific product order 
with the engineer.ea changes and options. This list 
is included in the Shop Pac~et distributed during 
production. 
Bill of Material Costs - This list contains the parts 
used for a customer specific product and the 
standard costs for each part. Cost accounting uses 
this list p.lus the l.abor variance report to 
determine the material costs of the product • 
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Shop Packet - Contains the drawings and parts lists 
needed to manufacture the customer's product. The 
packet is sent to production control ~nd 
manufacturing engineering fbr approval before being 
distributed to the production floor. 
Review Sheet - This list is sent to drafting, 
engineering coordination, and design engineering 
for approval. The li.st contains the part drawing 
numbers needed by production to manufacture the 
machine, and the assembly drawing numbers needed by 
both assembly and field service~ 
Final Assembly Package - A collection of the machine-
drawings and parts lists ·that has been approved by 
production control and manufacturing engineering. 
This package is sent to the production floor, and 
various production control and engineering 
functio-ns for their records. 
Design ~ngineering 
Engineering Change Notices - Changes in design of a 
specific customer product or for all future 
products are distributed to most operational areas 
in the plant. 
Engineering Project Time Estimates - This report is 
created from the engineer schedule files and is 
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sent to cost accounting for budgeting. The 
engineering times represent both the availability 
of design resources in future months and the 
costing of engine.ering efforts for customer 
options. 
Cost Accounting 
Budgets - The plant budgets are created by management 
and accounting and sent to corporate headquarters 
fbr strategic planning and forecasting. 
Accounts Payable - The ptoduct costs of shipped 
products are sent to corporate headquartets. The 
plant is not respons·ible for collecting the 
revenues for their products. 
Assembly Labor Standards - Created by cost accounting 
to compare actual assembly times with s.tandard·s. 
These standards help to· monitor progress of 
cu·stomer products through th·e assembl-y stages. 
Pa.yr.all 
Payroll Cost.s - Employee direct and indirect .labor 
charges a_r.e summarized and sent to cost accounting 
for budgeting. 
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Drafting 
Block Diagrams - During the product design stages, 
drafting creates a· functional diagram of the 
prod~uct including the customer options. 
Drawings - The parts and assembly drawings requested by 
bill of materials are sent to complete the shop 
packet distributed to production. 
Production Control 
Routing Sheets - The routings for parts through ·the 
machine shop are distributed when parts are 
scJeduled. 
Approved Shop Packet - The collection qf drawings and 
bill of materials for a customer order is approved 
by production control before being distributed for 
production. 
Production Schedules - The parts and assembly schedules 
for e-ac·h work center are. distributed after the 
product design is approved through engineering. 
Schedules are modified to reflect changing 
manufacturi.ng condition·s and customer priorities. 
Sa.le.s 
Requests for Quotations - When the customer desires a 
product cost before placing an order, he can 
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request a specific product pricing. 
. . 
Sales Order - The customer's order sent to sales 
accounting. 
Electronic Information Sheets - A customer questionaire 
listing the desired product options a·nd functions. 
This list is sent to engineering for product 
configuration. 
Forms for Layouts - These forms list the product 
specifications of the customer order. The layouts 
describe the ou·tput of the Company's product for a 
particular customer. 
Product Modifications - Changes in a customer's order 
that ultimately cause engineering and production 
changes. 
Live Material - This material sent by the customer is a 
sample of the material to be processed through the 
Company's product. The material is used for test 
purposes and is stored by engineeri.ng coordination 
until testing is done. 
Credit Approvals - The s·ales group sends the customer's 
credit information which the plant uses to 
determine when to start manufacturing the 
customer's product~ 
~- . 13 6 • 
Sales Accounting 
Ord·er Supplements - Changes in a customer's order may 
require production changes and not engineering 
changes. In this case, an order supplement is 
issued to all affected operational areas. 
Manufacturing Order - The order to request that 
production begin on a customer's orde_r •·· The 
manufacturing order nurn·ber identifies a customer's 
product throughout the manufacturing process. 
Manufacturing orde.r-s are also created when field 
service needs new parts for their inventory. 
Bill of Lading - Sent to the shop to instruct them to 
prepare a customer's product for shipping. 
Forecasts - Customer orders for future months are sent 
to cost accounting for bugeting. 
Preliminary· M~nufacturing Order - When a customer order 
is received from sales, the initial sales 
information is sent to engineering coordination and 
processed through design engineering areas. After 
engineering has completed the design work and the 
product design is ready for manufacture, the sales 
accounting group distributes an actual 
manufacturing order •. 
"A" and "B" Schedule - The master production schedules 
of the products, which are organized by type "A" 
·. 
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and type "B" products. 
''A" Customer ·Listing - This report lists all open 
orders for product type "A" organized by customer 
.. 
nam~. The report is used internal by sales 
accounting • 
Engineering Coordination 
Quotations - Product costs are created for customer 
quotation requests before the customer places the 
order. 
Engineering Change Requests - When the customer 
request.s a product design chage, the engineering 
coordination group determines the extent of the 
changes and issues requests to the design 
engineering staff to make the appropriate changes·. 
Tentative Engineering Schedule - This list contains tb·e 
design engineers and their current product 
projects. The list is sent to bill of materials and 
management. 
Field Service Prints - This collection of drawings are 
used by field service for product maintenance • 
. Pa.rts List - This list accompanies the customer product 
when it is delivered and itemizes the parts used to 
' 
. 
contruct the customer's produc·t. 
Manufacturing order - The engineering coordination 
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group structures the manufacturing order before 
sales accounting issues the order to production. 
Customer Application Memo - This memo documents the 
engineering effort involved with developing the 
customer's product design. The parameters of the 
design used for manufacturing and the engineering 
time charges are contained in the memo. 
Production Floor 
Line Items, Pull Lists - Requests for parts or raw 
materials either sin.gly or as a collection based on 
a bill of materials. The requests are sent to the 
stockroom so that the material can be placed at the 
proper production .ar~a. 
Time Cards - These ca.rds record the labor hours used by 
payroll for paycheck distribution. 
Machine Shipment Notice - This notice is sent to sales 
accounting to indicate to most plant operational 
areas that a customer's order is ready for 
shipment. 
Breakaway Tickets - Wh.en a batch order located in the 
machine shop is divided into smaller batches, a 
breakaway ticket is written to tell production 
bontrol to adjust parts scheduling because an 
addtional setup is required at a later time •. 
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Fabrication and Assembly Labor Tickets~ These tickets 
a·re used by the production employees to record 
their direct and indirect labor hours. Assembly 
labor is charged to specific customer products and 
maching labor is charged by part number for a given 
machining operation. All labor tickets are sent to 
data processing for data entry on a daily basis • 
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VITA 
Randy R. Boldossert son of Randall K. and Regina s. 
Boldosser, was born 5 July 1957 in Pottstown, 
Pennsylvania. He was salutatorian of his graduating 
class from Pottsgrove High School in 1975. He attended 
Lehigh University from 1975 to 1979 and graduated with 
high honors with a Bachelor of Sc·ience degree in 
Electrical Engineering with a minor in Economics. From 
1980 to 1983, he a_ttended Lehigh University on a part 
time basis and earned a Master of Science degree in 
Computer Science. During 1985, he has been pursuing his 
Master of Science degree in Manufacturing Systems 
Engineering at Lehigh University. He was a member of 
I.E.E.E., I.E.E.E. Computer Society, A.C.M., S.M.E., 
S.M.E./C.A.S.A., a member of Tau Beta Pi and Phi Eta 
Sigma honor societies, and the treasurer of Eta Kappa 
Nu honor society. 
Randy Boldosser was employed at AT&T Technologies 
Inc. as a Software Development Engineer from 1979 to 
1983. From 1983 to 1985, he was a Member of the 
Technical Staff at AT&T Bell Laboratories. During 1985, 
he founded Bold Automation Inc., and was Director of 
Integrated Systems Development for Shila~ Associates in 
New York. Since 1983, he has lived in Macungie, 
Pennsylvania with his wife, Nancy s. Boldosser • 
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